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ABSTRACT
Hill, Brandi Denise. M.A. The University of Memphis. August 2014. The
Evolution of Royal Female Power from the Late Old Kingdom through the Twelfth
Dynasty. Major Professor: Patricia Podzorski, Ph.D.
In this study, I will argue that royal women during the ancient Egyptian Twelfth
Dynasty held high social and political status that was part of a gradual increase that had
began in the Old Kingdom and is clearly seen from the Sixth Dynasty onwards. This can
been seen through the acquisition of kingly iconographic attributes (including the uraeus,
cartouche, style of artistic representation, etc.), the evolving titulary, and the burial
complexes of the royal women. In addition to a detailed study of these elements which
define royal female roles and authority, I will examine certain theories made by previous
scholars regarding the status of royal women. This thesis presents a corpus of every
published representation of Twelfth Dynasty royal women that I could locate, an updated
titulary table chronologically organized, and plans of late Old Kingdom, Eleventh
Dynasty and Dynasty Twelve royal female mortuary complexes.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The ancient Egyptian Middle Kingdom is often only briefly discussed, and, in an
unfortunate number of cases, the royal women from this period are ignored altogether. It
is extraordinary to make this statement, because the Middle Kingdom was an important
time for women in ancient Egypt. In this study, I will argue that royal women during the
Twelfth Dynasty held high social and political status that was part of a gradual increase
that had began in the Old Kingdom and is clearly seen from the Sixth Dynasty. This can
be seen through their acquisition of kingly iconographic attributes, their evolving titulary,
and the elaboration of the burial complexes of the royal women. I will also demonstrate
that during the course of the Twelfth Dynasty royal women became more politically
powerful, a trend which eventually led to the reign of the female monarch Sobekneferu.
This thesis explores in greater detail certain theories set forth by previous
scholars1 who have argued for the high status of Twelfth Dynasty royal women. A corpus
of artworks, titles, and burial complexes are presented in order to document the evolution
of the social and political status of royal women during this time period and to lay the
groundwork for further research. The inspiration for this thesis came from Lana Troy’s
statement that “The accumulation of these varying symbols of the authority of the
kingship in the iconography of the royal women suggests a gradual elevation of the status
of the feminine element. This is most easily illustrated in the material of the early
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

Lana Troy, Patterns of Queenship in Ancient Egyptian Myth and History (Uppsala: Acta
Universitatis Upsaliensis, 1986), 134; Gae Callender, “The Middle Kingdom Renaissance (c.
2055-1650 BC),” in The Oxford History of Ancient Egypt, ed. Ian Shaw (Oxford, UK: Oxford
University Press, 2000), 158; Jack Josephson and Rita Freed, "The Status of the Queen in
Dynasty XII,” Bulletin of the Egyptological Seminar 17 (2007): 136.!

1

eighteenth dynasty.”2 It is my goal in this thesis to prove that this statement can also be
directly applied to the Twelfth Dynasty.
Previous Scholarship
This thesis could not have been written without the previous research of scholars,
such as: Lisa Kuchman Sabbahy, Lana Troy, Gay Robins, and Vivienne Gae Callender.
Lisa Sabbahy was the first3 to thoroughly investigate the subject of Middle Kingdom
queen’s titulary in her unpublished dissertation The Development of the Titulary and
Iconography of the Ancient Egyptian Queen from Dynasty One to Early Dynasty
Eighteen and she has continued to publish works pertaining to Middle Kingdom titulary.
In 1986, Lana Troy’s Queenship in Ancient Egyptian Myth and History, defined the
mythic, symbolic and kinship meanings of queenship throughout the entirety of ancient
Egyptian history and, in 1993, Gay Robins published Women in Ancient Egypt, which
serves as an important overview of royal and non-royal women. Vivienne Gae
Callender’s contributions to the study of Egyptian queenship includes her unpublished
dissertation, The Wives of the Egyptian Kings: Dynasties I-XVII, her recent book, In
Hathor’s Image, and additional works.4 Other scholars who greatly contributed to Middle
Kingdom studies are William Hayes (The Scepter of Egypt, published in 1946) and Cyril
Aldred (Middle Kingdom Art in Ancient Egypt 2300-1590 B.C. published in 1950). Also,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2

Troy, Patterns of Queenship, 134.

3

Lisa K. Sabbahy, “The Development of the Titulary and Iconography of the Ancient
Egyptian Queen from Dynasty One to Early Dynasty Eighteen” (Ph.D. diss., University of
Toronto, 1982), 181.
4

Vivienne Gae Callender, “Female Officials in Ancient Egypt and Egyptian Historians,”
in Stereotypes of Women in Power: Historical Perspectives and Revisionist Views, ed. Barbra
Garlick, Suzanne Dixon, and Pauline Allen (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1992), 1135; Callender, “Middle Kingdom Renaissance”, 137-171.

2

Stephen Quirke, William Ward and Henry George Fischer have published numerous
works pertaining to the Old and Middle Kingdoms. These include, The Administration of
Egypt in the Late Middle Kingdom and Women of Lahun, Essays on Feminine Titles of
the Middle Kingdom and Related Subjects, Egyptian Titles of the Middle Kingdom, and
Egyptian Women of the Old Kingdom and of the Heracleopolitan Period.
The Current Study
For this study I have collected artworks of Twelfth Dynasty royal women and
organized them within a corpus to present a database for analysis. Along with the corpus
are the figures that include all the images of the Twelfth Dynasty royal women that I was
able to locate and also other images mentioned throughout the text. Other appendices
include an updated titulary table of the royal women of the late Old Kingdom through
Dynasty Twelve and plans for their mortuary complexes. For my conclusions I draw
upon all these factors as evidence for the elevation of the social status of royal females.
Chapter Two contains a brief historical overview of the periods discussed and
explores our current understanding of Egyptian queenship. It includes the royal women’s
relationship with the goddess Hathor, the male and female continuity of the royal line of
succession, a discussion of the term “queen,” and two constructed models of ancient
Egyptian female authority. Chapter Three is a detailed analysis of the iconographical
elements beginning in the late Old Kingdom that indicate royal female status that set the
background for my detailed examination of the Middle Kingdom’s Eleventh and Twelfth
Dynasties, with a primary emphasis on the royal women from the Twelfth Dynasty.
Chapters Four and Five present the titulary and mortuary complexes of the royal women.
The titulary chapter concentrates on the progression of titles of royal women from the

3

Fourth to the Twelfth Dynasty with emphasis on the Sixth and Twelfth. The titles include
those that are unique to and originate, or end, in that particular dynasty. In Chapter Five,
the mortuary complexes of royal women of the Sixth and Twelfth Dynasty are
emphasized. Criteria discussed are size, organization of space, and materials used.
Chapter Six is comprised of the discussions and conclusions of my analyses. It
briefly reviews the most cogent supporting evidence for my arguments and states all the
reasons why this study concludes that royal women of the Twelfth Dynasty did have
exceedingly high social status and a great deal of political influence that eventually led to
the accession of a female king.

4

CHAPTER TWO
QUEENSHIP IN ANCIENT EGYPT
This chapter has two main parts. The first is a brief historical overview that begins
in the Fourth Dynasty and extends to the end of the Twelfth Dynasty. The second part
includes the definitions of queenship, an analysis of the queen’s role in the line of
succession, the royal women’s relationship with the goddess Hathor, and the discussion
of two models of ancient Egyptian female authority.
Brief Historical Overview
The Fourth Dynasty was a time of strong central authority with a significant
concentration of power in the royal family. While kings were buried in pyramids,1
mastaba tombs for queens such as Khamerer-nebty I and Khentkaus I were constructed at
Giza.2 During the Fifth Dynasty, kings built sun temples not far from their pyramid
complexes. The wife of King Djedkara had the largest complex of a royal female in the
Old Kingdom. The Pyramid Texts first appear in the pyramid of King Unas, last king of
the dynasty.3 Following the successful reigns of his grandfather Teti and father Pepi I,
King Pepi II; son of Queen Ankh-nes-Meryre II, reigned for nearly 94 years during the
Sixth Dynasty. Unfortunately, by the end of Pepi II’s long reign the government was
unstable and local elite administrators began to gain power. Pepi II was succeeded by two
other rulers, King Merenra II and Queen Nitiqret, who were the last of the declining Sixth
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

With the notable exception of Shepseskaf.

2

Jaromir Malek, “The Old Kingdom (c. 2686-2160 BC),” in The Oxford History of
Ancient Egypt, ed. Ian Shaw (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2000), 90-91.
3

!

Ibid.,100-102.

5

Dynasty.4 Dynasties Seven and Eight consisted of at least seventeen more Memphite
kings.5
The lesser-known Herakleopolitan kings of the Ninth and Tenth Dynasties
reflected the political fragmentation of the First Intermediate Period.6 The dynasty ruling
from Herakleopolis was founded by Khety and lasted around 185 years,7 with 90 to 110
years warring with the competing Theban kings of Dynasty Eleven.8 The late Eleventh
Dynasty Theban king Nebhepetra Mentuhotep II unified Egypt once again and had a
long, successful reign.9 After Mentuhotep II’s death, his son with Queen Tem,
Mentuhotep III, succeeded him on the throne. He was followed by the last king of the
Dynasty, the possibly non-royal Mentuhotep IV.10
After the end of the Eleventh Dynasty, the vizier of Mentuhotep II may have
became King Amenemhat I and founded the Twelfth Dynasty. He moved the capital to
Itj-tawy in the Faiyum. It was during his son Sesostris I’s expedition to Libya that
Amenemhat I was murdered.11 Upon his father’s death, Sesostris I became king12 and
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4

Malek, “The Old Kingdom,”106-107.

5

Ibid., 107.

6

Stephan Seidlmayer, “The First Intermediate Period (c.2160-2055 BC),” in The Oxford
History of Ancient Egypt, ed. Ian Shaw (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2000), 108.
7

Ibid., 128.

8

Ibid., 109.

9

Callender, “The Middle Kingdom Renaissance,” 139.

10

Ibid., 145.

!

11

Miriam Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature Volume I: The Old and Middle
Kingdoms (Berkeley and Los Angeles: California Press, 1975), 135.
12

Callender, “The Middle Kingdom Renaissance,” 146-148.

6

began a construction program, building numerous monuments including the White
Chapel at the temple of Karnak.13 His successor, Amenemhat II, is the least-known king
from the Twelfth Dynasty but during his reign treaties with the Asiatics were enacted,
which lead to a peaceful reign for his successor, Sesostris II.14 King Sesostris II’s wife,
Queen Khnumetneferhedjetweret, gave birth to the next king Sesostris III, who led many
Nubian military campaigns. He constructed a new channel at the first cataract along with
new Nubian policies that affected the economy and transportation profoundly.15 During
King Sesostris III’s reign a “significant political and social readjustment” occurred,
shifting Egypt’s government into a more centralized system.16 This reduced the power of
temples and local administrators through the long and successful rule of Sesostris III’s
son, Amenemhat III. During the reign of King Amenemhat III the society of Egypt
flourished and, similar to his father and grandfather, he had a large building program. No
son seems to be significantly highlighted during his lifetime, but his daughter, Princess
Neferuptah, was the first royal woman in ancient Egypt to have her name enclosed within
a cartouche and was possibly his intended successor. The Twelfth Dynasty ends with the
brief reigns of King Amenemhat IV and Amenemhat III’s daughter, the female king
Sobekneferu.17

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13

Callender, “The Middle Kingdom Renaissance,” 150.

14

Ibid., 151.

15

Stephen Quirke, The Administration of Egypt in the Late Middle Kingdom: The
Hieratic Documents (SIA Publishing, 1990), 2.
16

Callender, “The Middle Kingdom Renaissance,” 155.

17

Ibid., 156-159.
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7

Queenship
Previous definitions
Gay Robins states, “Integral to the functioning of the kingship were the female
kin of the ruler, and the Egyptian concept of kingship can only be properly
comprehended if the complementary notion of queenship and the role of the royal women
is also understood.”18 Troy summarizes queenship as
a manifestation of the feminine element of the kingship, [which] functions
on numerous levels. It is a manifestation of a feminine prototype, formulated
in relationship to Hathoric imagery. It is a source of sacral power in the
performance of ritual. It provides the continuity of the kingship in its
multigenerational composition as daughter, sister-wife and mother. And it is
used to present the sovereignty of the kingship as a male-female composite
and thus as a correlate to the androgynous form of the creator19
Royal women’s functions in ancient Egypt were highly regarded and were significant for
the society. In fact some scholars have suggested the right to become king was inherited
through the matrilineal line.20 It is noted from the ancient Egyptian Eighteenth Dynasty
that women took part in military campaigns and were politically powerful.21 Although the
Old Kingdom, First Intermediate Period and Middle Kingdom records do not supply a
complete analysis of royal women’s political influence, in my opinion, the ancestors of
the Eighteenth Dynasty women had political influence in Egypt. From the First Dynasty
to the end of the Twelfth, some royal women were regents or perhaps co-regents who
ruled over Egypt. The title “queen” was not simply honorific, but the holder was a
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18

Gay Robins, Women in Ancient Egypt (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1996),

19

Troy, Patterns of Queenship, 3.

20

“The Heiress Theory,” Robins, Women, 26-27.

21

Robins, Women, 42-55.

55.
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8

significant functionary who took part in governmental affairs and helped rule ancient
Egypt.
Hathor
Since kings were the living embodiment of the god Horus, their wives were not
only royalty, but were also the female most associated with Horus, the goddess Hathor.22
Hathor was the goddess of “women, female sexuality, and mother-hood”23 and could be
depicted as the consort, wife, and daughter of different gods. She was often represented
as the mother or consort of Horus and the consort and daughter (eye) of Re.24 From the
Fourth Dynasty onwards Hathor was associated with royal women as the mother of the
king or directly as the “earthly manifestation of the goddess.”25 There was a strong
interrelation of Hathor and the queen, in that the royal women embodied the mortal form
of the goddess and could potentially represent her in art.26 Troy describes the relationship
between royal women and the goddess Hathor as follows:
She [Hathor] provides a divine model for the role for the royal women and is
represented as wife and mother of the king. Hathor is the manifestation of the
divine aspect of the feminine prototype. She interacts in ritual context, with
the king in the male-female relationship, thus functioning as the divine
counterpart of the royal women.27
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22

Troy, Patterns of Queenship, 53.

23

Richard H. Wilkinson, The Complete Gods and Goddesses of Ancient Egypt (London:
Thames & Hudson Ltd, 2003), 141.
24

Troy, Patterns of Queenship, 53

25

Wilkinson, The Complete Gods and Goddesses, 141-142.

26

Florence Friedman, “The Menkaure Dyad(s),” in Egypt and Beyond, ed. Stephen E.
Thompson and Perter Der Manuelian (Providence: Department of Egyptology and Ancient
Western Asian Studies Brown University, 2008), 109-144; Vivienne Gae Callender, In Hathor’s
Image I: The Wives and Mothers of Egyptian Kings from Dynasties I-VI (Prague: Charles
University Faculty of Arts, 2011), 132.
27

Troy, Patterns of Queenship, 54.

9

During the Old Kingdom, queens were occasionally depicted with or having traits similar
to Hathor, along with royal28 and especially non-royal women using the title Priestess of
Hathor.29 It is during the Middle Kingdom that royal and non-royal women commonly
identified with the goddess Hathor in different aspects. In the Eleventh Dynasty six of the
women associated with Mentuhotep II carried the title Priestess of Hathor,30 as did many
non-royal women.31 During the Twelfth Dynasty it was not uncommon for royal women
to be depicted wearing the Hathoric style wig or including Hathor within their names,
such as Sat-Hathor-Yunit. 32
Male and Female Continuity of Succession
The stability of Egypt was dependent upon the ruler and a smooth transition to his
successor. The king would often have multiple wives and children to ensure an heir to the
throne.33 Therefore, the most important of the royal women were the king’s mother and
his principal wife, who each held significant practical positions.34 The king’s mother had
given birth to the earthly embodiment of the god Horus, therefore her role in Egypt was
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
28

Callender, In Hathor’s Image I, 338, Only one Old Kingdom queen, Meresankh III, is
documented as priestess of Hathor.
29

Henry G. Fischer, Egyptian Women of the Old Kingdom and the Heracleopolitan
Period (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000), 12.
30

Discussed in chapter 4.

31

Fischer, Egyptian Women, 12.

32

Carolyn Graves-Brown, Dancing for Hathor: Women in Ancient Egypt (London, New
York: Continuum Books, 2010), 132.
33

Robins, Women, 21.

34

“Because there is virtually no distinction made between the two women, they can both
be referred to as queens.” Ibid., 40; It was also possible for the principal wife to not be the mother
of the next king.

10

highly regarded.35 Though scholars will never know how royal women were personally
perceived, their role in ancient Egypt was significant as the female balance of the
universe and the mother of the next ruler of Egypt.36
Terminology
Egypt had no word for “queen” per se37 and the royal women were distinguished
by their relationship to the king.38 Some standard royal female identifications include:
hmt nsw – King’s Wife,39 mwt nsw - King’s Mother, sAt nsw - King’s Daughter, and snt
nsw - King’s Sister.40 Throughout the lifetime of a royal woman she would be given
multiple titles that would shift as her social status, religious role or relationship to the
king changed. While surviving Egyptian records have not supplied us with complete
genealogies of each king’s extended family, we do know it is possible for one woman to
have borne the titles Daughter, Wife, Mother, and Sister of a king, which is significant
because it shows the intimate and biological relationships between royal women and the

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
35

Robins, Women, 40-41.

36

Ibid., 55.

37

English also does not distinguish between different types of queens. The modern
English word “queen” is defined either as the wife of a king or a female monarch.
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/queen.
38

Joyce Tyldesley, “Foremost of Women: The Female Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt,” in
Tausret: Forgotten Queen and Pharaoh of Egypt, ed. Richard H. Wilkinson (Oxford: University
Press, 2012), 7.
39

Literally “woman”.

40

Raymond O. Faulkner, A Concise Dictionary of Middle Egyptian (Oxford: Ashmolean
Museum, Griffith Institute, 1962), 168-169, 106, 207. It should also be noted that these titles as
direct genitives may represent more fundamental relationships than just possession (Patricia
Podzorski, personal communication, March 17, 2014).

11

kings.41 Half-sister or full sister wives were common42 and there were also father and
daughter, along with son and stepmother marriages. Within this thesis, I make an attempt
to refer to each royal woman’s known standard title. However, if there were no titles
known, or if I am speaking in general, the terms “royal female” and “royal woman” are
used.
Two Models of Royal Female Authority
Regency
Regency in ancient Egypt was used as a system to ensure the successful
progression from one ruler to the next when the heir was too young to rule independently.
This system allowed certain women to become de facto rulers of Egypt for brief periods.
Early examples of this type of rule are seen in the First Dynasty. Neithhotep, may have
briefly ruled as co-regent for her son King Aha, though this is not universally accepted.43
Queen Meret-neith, the only female to be buried individually in the royal cemetery at
Abydos, may have ruled on behalf of her son Den, as is suggested on the Palermo
Stone.44 Also, during the Sixth Dynasty, Queen Ankh-nes-Meryre II has been identified
as the regent for her son Pepi II.45
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Accession of a Female
As stated by Troy, “A female pharaoh was not foreign to the Egyptians and it was
an accepted, but not common, political option for them.”46 The accession of a female
encompasses this idea, that women did obtain the highest political position. When a
reigning king died leaving no direct male heir, this might result in the accession to the
throne of a female.47 Even though this type of succession was extremely rare, from the
surviving documentation of ancient Egypt, these royal women were able to rule in their
own right.
The first most likely example of Egypt having a female ruler is at the end of the
Sixth Dynasty. Herodotus and Manetho,48 as well as the Turin King List,49 record Neithiqerti (Nitocris) as a reigning queen. However, the reading of her name on the Turin List
is debated and suggested to be a scribal error.50 The name can be read as Siptah, which
would belong to a male sovereign. Lana Troy takes into account the mistake in copying,
which turns Siptah into a woman, and states “That the name of a king could be misread as
that of a woman is indeed notable, as is the fact that this error survived uncorrected
through centuries of transmission. This suggests that the scribes copying this early
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example of ancient Egyptian history did not regard the occurrence of a woman’s name
among those of kings as unusual”.51
It was not until the Twelfth Dynasty that we see another royal female becoming
sole ruler. It has been suggested by Troy that Neferuptah, the older sister of Sobekneferu,
was originally intended to be King Amenemhat III’s successor and possibly his coregent.52 It is assumed that Princess Neferuptah died unexpectedly;53 she is the earliest
female to have her name included within a cartouche and she also received her own
pyramid complex near that of her father’s.54 At the death of Neferuptah, Amenemhat III
was succeeded by his son Amenemhat IV.
After the relatively short reign of Amenemhat IV, Sobekneferu, his supposed
half-sister and/or wife, but more importantly another daughter of Amenemhat III and
younger sister of Princess Neferuptah, succeeded him on the throne.55 She is the first
woman to carry the full titulary of a king,56 and to be represented as a female king and a
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female Horus.57 Sobekneferu was securely part of the Twelfth Dynasty royal family.
Tyldesley states,
Sobekneferu never explains her elevation to the throne but she does emphasize
her hereditary right to rule by consistently associating herself with her father
Amenemhat III. The fact that later historians were happy to incorporate her in
their king lists indicates that she was always regarded as a legitimate pharaoh.58
Discussion
When the ancient Egyptian succession line was unclear, it was often women who
took control of the country. Although it is easy to say that this occurred due to the
absence of a male authoritative figure, in my opinion, this is an unlikely explanation.
Princes and other male relatives of the king are frequently not recorded, which could well
open the possibility that the ancient Egyptians believed it was more important that an
adult female royal descendent take the throne instead of a male from a collateral line. For
example, if a king was too young to rule it was often his mother who was his regent, not a
male relative such as an uncle or brother. Also, a sister or daughter of the king could
become regent or even Pharaoh upon the expected death of the king. While it is unclear
how many royal male relatives a king had, it is apparent females were preferred to take
the throne in certain situations rather than males. This system of succession is seen from
the very First Dynasty, with Queen Neithhotep, until the end of Pharaonic time with the
Ptolemaic ruler Queen Cleopatra.
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Along with the scholars mentioned in this chapter,59 I subscribe to the theory that
Princess Neferuptah was originally intended to be Amenemhat III’s successor. The end of
the Twelfth Dynasty is interesting in this way because, even though modern scholars may
never know exactly how many sons Amenemhat III fathered, it was his daughter
Neferuptah who may have been intended to be the next ruler and his other daughter
Sobekneferu who actually became the last ruler of the Twelfth Dynasty.
Egypt has been noted for its relative gender equality in the ancient world, with
respect to legal status and work opportunities. Both royal and non-royal women of the
Old Kingdom, First Intermediate Period and Middle Kingdom controlled their own
estates and had male and female servants.60 Some women were literate and held the
position of scribe,61 owned property and were able to will it to others.62 There were also
occasions where men wrote letters to their dead female family members, implying
women had power before and after death.63 While Egyptian documentation will never
allow us to have a personal understanding of royal women, we can say that the women
were nothing less than strong and, in some cases, politically powerful. The study of
pharaohs from ancient Egypt cannot be complete without the analysis of their female
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counterparts and from their mythic roles to their everyday activities, the prosperity of
Egypt was dependent upon the actions of these royal women.
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CHAPTER 3
THE ICONOGRAPHIC ELEMENTS OF QUEENSHIP
The iconography of royal women in ancient Egypt constantly evolved. However,
while the iconographic elements found in representations of royal women were
significant to the ancient Egyptians, it is often difficult to interpret these today. Royal
female sculpture and relief from the Old Kingdom through the Middle Kingdom shows a
clear shift in iconographic features. These changes reflect significant shifts in one or
more of the aspects of queenship including religious, societal, familial and political. My
goal in this chapter is to analyze the corpus of Middle Kingdom royal female
representations in order to study their various iconographic features in an attempt to
identify such changes. In order to do this, I will begin with a brief review of royal female
iconography prior to that period.
During the Old Kingdom there was very little overlap between male and female
royal iconography. In fact, it was not until the Fourth Dynasty that royal women began to
acquire queenly attributes that became the standards for female royal regalia throughout
the remainder of ancient Egyptian history. Two of these elements shared with non-royal
women included the sheath dress and the Hathoric style wig. Two other elements that
were only worn by royal women and goddesses or were shared with the king were the
vulture crown and uraeus. The sheath dress is depicted as a tight dress that ends above the
ankles and had one or two shoulder straps. Inspired by the hairstyle of the goddess
Hathor, the Hathoric style wig is separated into two lappets, each of which curls at the
bottom around a disk. The vulture crown was originally associated with the goddess
Nekhbet and is represented with the vulture lying atop the wearer’s head with its wings
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spread open. The uraeus was a cobra with spread hood worn upon the wearer’s forehead
or headdress and was a marker of their status. It was frequently associated with the
goddess Wadjet, although it’s full religious significance is unclear.1 This chapter
concentrates on the evolving elements of royal female iconography and the acquisition of
important elements such as the vulture crown and uraeus (Appendix B: Table 3).
Late Old Kingdom
Fourth-Fifth Dynasty
The Old Kingdom produced some of the earliest and most enduring
iconographical motifs associated with royal women in ancient Egypt. Though there are
very few representations of royal women, the ones that have survived are extremely
important because they include the first known depictions of a female wearing the vulture
crown, the uraeus, and certain male attributes.2 The earliest surviving representation of
the vulture crown is from a block dating to the reign of Sneferu in the Fourth Dynasty
and is represented on the goddess Meret.3 The first depiction of the vulture crown on a
statue thought to be a queen comes from the Fourth Dynasty (Fig.1). The head, which
lacks an attribution, was found in King Khafre’s funerary temple. It has been assigned to
his reign, and is believed to represent his mother Khamerer-nebty I.4 Also dating to the
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Fourth Dynasty and inscribed for Khamerer-nebty I, is the first relief depiction of a queen
adorned with the uraeus (Fig. 2).5 The image is located on a flint knife that is quite
damaged and the uraeus stands upon her brow very upright. Khamerer-nebty I is seated
on a throne and is wearing a long wig with no vulture crown.6 The figure is a
determinative so it may have been sculpted with less detail or is a very early
representation of the uraeus.
Also depicted as a determinative, is the first named royal woman to be depicted
with the vulture crown. Queen Khentkaus I7 is seen wearing the vulture crown and other
important regalia, such as the uraeus. On the southern doorjamb of a red granite gateway
from her mortuary complex at Giza, Queen Khentkaus I (Fig.3) is seen wearing the
vulture crown with the uraeus and what appears to be a short ceremonial beard, and
holding a small scepter-like object. Queen Khentkaus I is the first female to be depicted
with this specific combination of regalia.8 The uraeus and the false beard suggest that she
may have been the mother and regent of a Fifth Dynasty king9 because she is being
represented with kingly ritual regalia. A block dating to the Fifth Dynasty from the
recently excavated causeway of King Sahure is the second time the vulture crown is seen
on a named royal woman (Fig. 8). The queen mother Nefer-hetepes is depicted wearing
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the vulture crown and holding the hand of the royal wife Metet-nebty, who is represented
without queenly insignia.10 In a manner similar to that of figures of Queen Khentkaus I,
Khentkaus II is depicted in relief on four pillars located in her pyramid complex.11 She is
seated upon a throne, wearing a vulture crown, and the uraeus. This relief is also the
earliest known example of a queen holding a w3s scepter and an ankh-sign (Fig. 4).12
This depiction is described by Miroslav Verner as one of the most important historic
finds made in the pyramid complex of Khentkaus II at Abusir and suggests that the
regalia of the queen demonstrates the very high status of Khentkaus II.13
Sixth Dynasty
By the beginning of the Sixth Dynasty the vulture crown was a standard element
in the iconography of royal women.14 Queen Iput I, wife of King Teti and mother of King
Pepi I, is shown wearing the vulture crown on multiple occasions (see, for example, Fig.
5).15 As noted by Callender, this representation of Iput I is the first time a queen is
depicted at the same scale as a goddess in a relief.16 Not only is Queen Iput I portrayed
the same size as a goddess, but she was also represented standing behind her son Pepi I
holding a w3s scepter and ankh-sign like a goddess.
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Queen Iput I’s daughter-in-law, the wife of Pepi I and mother of Pepi II,17 Queen
Ankh-nes-Meryre II, also known as Ankhenes-Pepy II, is also depicted with queenly
iconographic elements such as the vulture crown and in hierarchical scale. In a relief
from her tomb (Fig. 6), Ankh-nes-Meryre II is shown gathering papyrus while wearing
the vulture crown, her feet are apart resembling the stride of a man rather than the stance
of both feet together, more typical for a woman, as seen in the smaller female figure.18
The best-known representation of Ankh-nes-meyre II is the Egyptian alabaster statuette
of her and her son Pepi II, now located in the Brooklyn Museum (Fig. 9 Inv. 39.119). In
this example, a vulture’s spread wings rest protectively across her wig, and within its
talons, it holds the shen-hieroglyph. The vulture’s head19 would have been made
separately, from stone or metal, and attached in the hole on her forehead. Her son Pepi II
is seated across her lap, (constructing two interesting frontal views). Pepi II is seen in full
kingly regalia, however, he is much smaller than his mother, perhaps emphasizing natural
scale or a power dynamic of her as his regent. Pepi II also shows his close personal or
dependent relationship to Queen Ankh-nes-Meryre II by grasping her hand.20 Also dated
to the reign of King Pepi II, a less well-known uninscribed statue represents a bust of a
queen, and due to the appearance of the vulture crown, is assumed to be the king’s
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mother (Fig. 10 CG255).21 Whether this statue represents Queen Ankh-nes-Meryre II or
another royal woman is unclear, however, the style of the vulture crown is similar to the
one on the Brooklyn statuette. Previous scholars have regarded the bust as
unsophisticated, because of the addition of a moustache and the relatively coarse features.
Fay suggests that this may be a similar situation to that of Queen Khentkaus’s depiction
wearing a false beard, though a mustache may have been easier to add.22 The presence of
a damaged false beard is neither discussed by Fay or Borchardt,23 but on the left side of
the statue’s face remains of a false beard strap may be visible. The last image included in
this study that represents Queen Ankh-nes-Meryre II, is a beautiful relief from south
Saqqara of her head adorned with the vulture crown (Fig. 11).
Though there were three primary wives of Pepi II, the best documented is Queen
Neit. She is seen on the fragmentary block from her mortuary temple at Saqqara (Fig. 7).
Neit is adorned with the vulture crown and apparently is holding a papyrus scepter. While
her representation coincides with that of queens before her, she wears not only the vulture
crown, but also the uraeus in the place of the vulture head. This depiction displays the
high status that Queen Neit must have held during Pepi II’s reign24 because, based on
surviving evidence, Queens Iput II and Uedjebten are not represented with the vulture
crown that has a uraeus head. The Sixth Dynasty ends with the proposed reign of the
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female ruler Queen Keit-iqerti, also known as Nitocris. Though her name is listed within
a cartouche on the Turin Canon, there is no archaeological evidence for her reign.
According to Callender, she may have had a pyramid that was usurped by King Ibi.25
First Intermediate Period
Iconographic representations of both royal men and women from the First
Intermediate Period are extremely rare and even their names are scarce among the
records.26 There is only one known image of a royal woman from the Eighth Dynasty but
no known depictions from the Ninth or Tenth. On her heavily damaged false door, the
figure of princess Nebet of the Eighth Dynasty is depicted seated upon a throne (Fig. 12).
She is seen wearing a short wig that is tied with a ribbons extended down the back. Her
forward hand is extended while the other holds a papyrus flower.27 Though the drawing
does not show much detail, Nebet seems to be wearing a broad collar but no royal regalia.
Slightly more information has survived from the Theban Eleventh Dynasty. A
block now located in the British Museum depicts an unnamed king (probably King Intef
II) and his daughter princess Iah (Fig. 13). Iah was also the name of a wife of King Intef
III and the mother of King Mentuhotep II. In this particular block Iah is seen standing
behind her father wearing no royal regalia. She is depicted in a traditional sheath dress
with a broad collar, bracelets, anklets, and a round tiered wig. Her status as a royal
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daughter is identified in the inscription. After the reunification of Egypt,28 Iah is seen
once again with her son, now king, Mentuhotep II on a rock inscription from the Wadi
Shatt el-Rigal (Fig. 14). Iah is shown standing behind her son wearing a long wig, broad
collar, and a sheath dress with no straps. She holds a papyrus flower in one hand and a
scepter in the other. These two depictions of Iah show a continuation of royal female
representation from the First Intermediate Period into the end of the Eleventh Dynasty.
Royal women of the Eleventh Dynasty, including after the re-unification of Egypt,
apparently were not shown wearing the queenly regalia that had been standard in the
Sixth Dynasty.
Middle Kingdom
The following sections discuss the details of the accouterments as well as royal
regalia of the Middle Kingdom royal women. The main focus is on the iconographic
features such as sculptural forms, poses, facial elements, wigs, headdresses, dress, and
jewelry. I will use my study of the evolution of these elements through the Eleventh and
Twelfth Dynasties as the basis for my analysis of the changing status of royal women of
the Middle Kingdom.
Eleventh Dynasty
Eight royal females are buried at Mentuhotep II’s funerary complex at Deir elBahari,29 five of whom are included in this section. The majority of the Eleventh Dynasty
royal women’s iconography comes from their depictions on fragmentary sarcophagi or
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within their individual chapels located in the mortuary complex of Mentuhotep II. These
representations do not include royal insignia but do include beautiful depictions of wigs,
jewelry and dress. A very prominent scene in the funerary iconography of the Eleventh
Dynasty royal women is the hairdressing scene (Figs. 16 and 18). The multiple meanings
of this scene have been discussed by different scholars.30 Anne Capel states that the
“women who were priestesses of Hathor likely underwent some sort of purification
including an appropriate coiffure, before serving the goddess,” perhaps indicating a ritual
meaning for this scene.31
Another representation from the coffins and mortuary stelae of Queens Ashayt,
Kawyt and Kemsit is the offering scene (Figs. 15, 16 and 17). Neither these queens nor
Kawyt and Neferu are shown with the queenly regalia identified in the Old Kingdom.
Also, in figure 19 Queen Sadhe is depicted being embraced by King Mentuhotep II, but
still shows no queenly insignia.
Queens Sadhe (Fig.19), Ashayt (Fig. 15), Kawyt (Fig. 16) and Kemsit (Fig. 17)
are shown with short-tiered wigs, while Neferu (Fig. 18) wears a longer tripartite wig.
Figures 17, 18 and 19 depict fragmentary scenes that show Sadhe, Kemsit and Neferu
wearing broad collars and Kemsit wearing a dress with a feather32 pattern and bracelets.
Queens Kawyt and Ashayt wear smaller beaded collars and Kawyt is seen with anklets,
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but with only one bracelet (on her arm with the hand that holds the bowl). In contrast,
Ashayt is portrayed wearing two bracelets but no anklets; though, on other fragmentary
reliefs, Ashayt she wears all four jewelry pieces. An interesting article of Ashayt’s,
Kemsit’s, and Kawyt’s clothing is the short cloak33 or shawl draped over their shoulders.
These queens of the Eleventh Dynasty are the first and last Middle Kingdom royal
women to be depicted wearing this small piece of clothing.
The Eleventh Dynasty royal women seem not to wear any of the royal insignia
that were elements of queenship during the late Old Kingdom, such as the vulture crown
and uraeus. Although, it is possible painted details may have not survived in the
archaeological record. Furthermore, additional representations of these women may be
discovered in the future.
Twelfth Dynasty
During the Middle Kingdom not only were royal male facial features changing
but female facial features were also changing to create a style that was similar to the
severe characteristics of the kings.34 As emphasized by Aldred, there is a complete
change in artistic expression from the Old to the Middle Kingdom35 and there was also a
significant shift in queenly representation from the Eleventh to the Twelfth Dynasty.
During the course of the Twelfth Dynasty some features become common on royal
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female sculpture, including large ears, hooded eyelids, the Hathoric or tripartite wig, and
most importantly, the uraeus. Uraei are not seen on any surviving works of the known
queens from the Eleventh Dynasty, but become standard for queens and princesses in the
Twelfth Dynasty and are used to distinguish royal females from non-royal. Similar to
other Egyptian dynasties, certain characteristics are favored for use in the female image
resulting in similarities in the majority of statues. However, small iconographic changes
can be detected on individual works that ultimately result in their being attributed to
specific persons and reigns. These shifts in iconographic and physical representational
elements can clearly be seen in this study’s corpus and table of the Twelfth Dynasty royal
women’s features.
Forms and poses
Along with the changing facial features of the Twelfth Dynasty, sculptural forms
and poses seem to evolve as well. Due to the common Middle Kingdom practice of
writing inscriptions on the statues’ base and back pillars, all of the eighteen uninscribed
statues included in this study are busts, heads or fragmentary sphinxes. With the
exception of the female king Sobekneferu’s four kneeling and standing poses that are
common for the king,36 all of the representational statues of royal women are either
seated (26), a sphinx (8), or in a group (2). Although, in some cases, the specific pose is
impossible to determine due to damage. With this data it is safe to say that the preferred
poses for statues of individual royal women were either seated or in sphinx form. The
standing pose was only positively identified in the two group statues (Figs. 51 and 52
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corpus #46 and 47).37 Both of these examples show a large-scale seated figure of the king
statue accompanied by two small (they barely reach his knees), standing royal female
figures. Because of the lack of published and existing reliefs from the Twelfth Dynasty,
there are only two included in this study (Figs. 38, 39 and corpus #18, 40).38 The
numerous female sphinxes from the Twelfth Dynasty are certainly interesting considering
the fact that there is only one surviving female sphinx from the Old Kingdom.39
From the late Old Kingdom surviving royal sculpture has supplied us with
depictions of couples or groups standing together.40 The change from the Old to the
Middle Kingdom results in another significant shift in the Twelfth Dynasty because there
are few surviving three-dimensional representations of royal women standing in a group
pose. Fragmentary pieces of royal female statuary, such as heads, are difficult to identify
as seated or standing however, it can be concluded there are no known pair, and only two
group statues included in this corpus. Even though there is no evidence for royal women
being positively identified as independently standing,41 this pose is not completely
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left arm.
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impossible because the arms on many statues are frequently too heavily damaged to make
a correct analysis.
Facial Features and body depictions
During the course of the Twelfth Dynasty the bodies of royal women are always
represented in ideal and youthful forms in sculpture. As for their facial features, there is a
relatively uncommon but important change seen in at least three surviving statues
included in the corpus (Figures 26, 32, 47 corpus #7, 13, 26). Later in the Twelfth
Dynasty royal women’s faces were not always represented as youthful, but their images
incorporated changes in features most notable in the sculptures of Sesostris III and later.42
These elements include heavy-lidded eyes, deeply cut nasio-labial folds, frowning, sharp
cheekbones, and a careworn expression. Assmann explains these facial features as “An
expressive realism, which strives at visually revealing and communicating inward
personality…” and “[serving as] …presentation of self.”43 The change in representation is
significant because it shows simultaneous changes in the facial features of both kings and
the royal females and demonstrates the congruency of the kingship and queenship roles.
Wigs and headdresses
Within the corpus there are five different types of wigs worn by Twelfth Dynasty
royal women: tripartite, Hathoric, curled rounded, tiered rounded, and blunt. The one
most often depicted is the tripartite wig (11 examples),44 which consists of the hair being
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parted into three sections with two in the front and one in the back.45 The tripartite wig is
seen on the majority of the sphinxes and uninscribed statue fragments. The tripartite wig
was worn by goddesses and royal and non-royal women and is seen in different styles.46
For example, in Figure 21 (corpus #2) the royal woman wears a more traditional type of
tripartite wig that falls behind the ears, pushing them forward, and ending right above the
breasts, while in Figure 26 (corpus #7), she wears a banded tripartite wig that has a much
wider curve around the ears, but tapers in the same place. Women from the same reign
could have completely different wig styles as seen in Figures 33 and 34 (corpus #14 and
15) and also some wigs are a mix of the traditional tripartite wig and the Hathoric style,
such as Figure 20 (corpus #1). The Hathoric style is separated into two lappets that
usually curl at the bottom (8 examples).47 The ends of the hair curl, sometimes around a
disk, which is inspired by the hairstyle sometimes worn by the goddess Hathor.48 This
style is also seen on both seated statues and sphinxes and can be banded, as in the seated
statue of Queen Nofret (Figs. 34 and 35 corpus #15 and 16), or smooth as on Figure 24
(corpus# 5). The Hathoric style is also seen on the interesting Figure 28 (corpus# 9),
which consists of a female head on a vulture body.
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The third and fourth types of wigs are the curled and tiered round styles (3
examples). Both wigs are short and have a spherical shape. Queen Khenemet-nefer-hedjet
(Fig. 33 corpus# 14) is seen with small tight curls that are vertically layered around the
wig and figures 40 and 27 (corpus #19 and 8) wear the tiered round wig that has
horizontal striations. The fifth and final type of wig from the Twelfth Dynasty is only
represented on one sculpture (Fig. 31 Corpus# 12). The wooden head (Fig. 28) has a
shoulder length blunt cut that is even all the way around and is described by Robins as an
enveloping hairstyle that is a single mass covering the shoulders.49 The statue is missing a
large central portion of her wig, where she may have worn a uraeus, proclaiming her
royal status.50
Unlike representations of royal women in the Old Kingdom, Twelfth Dynasty
queens are not often depicted with headgear in three-dimensional sculpture. Figure 25
(corpus #6) of a very fragmented head that is now located at the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York (Inv. No. 2001.585) is attributed to a Twelfth Dynasty queen. If this
attribution is correct, this head is the only documented example of a queen wearing a
vulture crown in three-dimensional sculpture from the Twelfth Dynasty.51 Another
intriguing headdress from the Twelfth Dynasty is on Figure 40 (corpus #19). When
viewed from above, two vultures with spread wings are shown flanking a uraeus. The
statuette is attributed to the female king Sobekneferu, so this particular combination may
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represent the mix of kingly and queenly regalia.52 Also first appearing on a female figure
in the Middle Kingdom on another statue of Sobekenferu as king is the nemes headdress
(Fig. 41 corpus #20). While it is possible Egypt had female rulers before Sobekneferu,
she is apparently the first to be depicted wearing the nemes.
Only two published examples of relief sculpture of royal women from the Middle
Kingdom were located. In Figure 34 (corpus #18), the queen Aat wears the vulture
crown, showing a continuation of the headdress from the Old Kingdom. In figure 39
(corpus# 40) Princess Neferuptah is seen with no royal insignia, but with a simple
Hathoric style wig.
Although there are minimal headgear representations in three-dimensional
sculpture from the Twelfth Dynasty, numerous actual examples of jewelry, including
crowns and diadems have survived. The crown of Princess Khnumet, which has one of
the very few representations of a vulture from the Middle Kingdom, and the diadem of
Princess Sit-Hathor-Yunit, which includes a uraeus, are two physical examples that show
the royal status of these princesses.53 On the wooden head of a female mentioned above,
the hair jewelry is painted and gilded in the same pattern as Sit-Hathor-Yunit’s gold hair
clasps (Fig. 31).54
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Dress
With the exceptions of sphinxes, I was able to identify only two examples where
a royal female was not depicted in a traditional sheath dress (Figs. 40 and 41 corpus #19
and 20). While it is almost impossible to determine on the very battered head seen in
Figure 27 (corpus #8), Fischer notes vertical lines located under the viewer’s left side of
the wig that could be the shoulder strap of a sheath dress.55 Now located in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Figure 40 (corpus #19) is a statue attributed to the female
king Sobekneferu depicting her wearing a cloak with an exposed upper chest and
shoulders. Only the left hand is seen and the cloak comes to sharp corners around the
shoulders. Fischer states “there is no other parallel for such an attitude in the Middle
Kingdom”.56 Sobekneferu’s Louvre Museum torso is one of the very few examples we
have showing a female who attained kingly power and this is illustrated by the
combination of feminine and masculine elements. Hers is the only example in this study
depicted wearing the traditional sheath dress under the male kilt with the nemes
headdress.
Jewelry
In the corpus’s representational examples, the jewelry portrayed is usually quite
simple, although archaeological evidence shows that royal women were buried with
extravagant pieces of jewelry.57 In this study none of the uninscribed heads or busts
feature any type of necklace, indicating necklaces were not required in royal depictions,
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and the majority of the arm embellishments are impossible to determine. However,
incised jewelry is seen on the seated statues of queens Khenemet-Nefer-Hedjet (Fig. 33
corpus #14) and Nofret (Fig. 34 and 35 corpus #15 and 16), the headless sphinx from
Vienna (Fig. 49 corpus #39), and the torso of Sobekneferu (Fig. 41 corpus #20).
Khenemet-Nefer-Hedjet wears a traditional broad collar with beaded bracelets and
anklets, while Nofret wears similar body jewelry, but is adorned with a pectoral of
Sesostris II instead of a broad collar. The Vienna sphinx of a royal woman seems to be
the only sphinx that wears a necklace, specifically a broad collar. Unique to the other
royal women, the female king Sobekneferu wears the simple pendant58 similar to that of
her grandfather and father representing her royal affiliation.
Discussion
Although particular attributes, such as traditional representations of jewelry and
the feminine sheath dress do not change from the Old to the Middle Kingdom, the
crowns, ureai, and poses show a significant shift among royal women. From the Fourth to
the Twelfth Dynasty the image of the queen had specifically transformed and is defined
by the evolving attributes such as the vulture crown and uraeus. During this time women
added symbols of royalty to their iconography that paralleled and equaled those of royal
men.
Beginning in the Fourth Dynasty the vulture crown appears on royal women to
show their roles as royal mother and sometimes wife. The vulture crown remains an
element unique to females throughout ancient Egyptian history. The royal male symbol
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of protection, the uraeus, also first appears on royal women in the Fourth Dynasty and
becomes a standard element in royal female iconography in the Twelfth Dynasty, then
continues to appear on royal women through ancient Egyptian history. Before and after
the reunification of Egypt in the First Intermediate Period and the Eleventh Dynasty,
royal women appear without these two important markers of royal status, even though
these women are acknowledged as royal wives in their inscriptions. However, there is a
significant change in the Twelfth Dynasty where royal women are always depicted with
royal female insignia, specifically the uraeus (Appendix B: Table 3).
The Twelfth Dynasty was a time of iconographic elaboration for both royal men
and women. Pair and group statues were no longer common and royal women were
almost always represented independently, either seated or as a sphinx. Later in the
Twelfth Dynasty a few representations of women take on the haggard facial features seen
in the representation of the kings. These facial features demonstrate a change among
royal women as not only being depicted as ideal forms of the feminine element, but as
women who had political responsibility as the queens of Egypt.59 Wigs styles shifted
from one royal woman to another, but all styles were shared with non-royal women. The
vulture crown continued from the Old Kingdom but with less frequency, at least among
the corpus of three-dimensional sculpture, and there are very few published reliefs from
this time. We know from archaeological finds that diadems were worn, but this is not
reflected in the sculpture. Similar to wigs, dress shows continuity from the late Old
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Kingdom and is not sensitive to change. Pectorals are worn by both royal and non-royal
women and are seen very often during the Twelfth Dynasty. However, similar to
diadems, they are found more frequently in burials than on sculpture.60
From the analysis of archaeological remains and the iconography presented above
and documented in the corpus and appendices, there is a significant disconnect between
what is found within burials and what is represented on sculpture. This inconsistency may
be due to accidental archaeological preservation, nevertheless, necklaces are attested on
four royal female sculptures and one relief.61 While I believe royal women of the Twelfth
Dynasty derived their own style from ancient Egyptian tradition by incorporating the
uraeus and pectoral necklaces into their iconography, they also followed en suite with the
Twelfth Dynasty simple style of dress as seen on the statues of kings, which did not favor
large amounts of jewelry. This style altered the representations of royal females during
the Twelfth Dynasty, the most extreme case being the female pharaoh Sobekneferu who
wore only the simple pendant similar to other male rulers. As for the kings of the Twelfth
Dynasty, they are most commonly depicted with the simple pendant or without any
necklace, while pectorals and broad collars are rarely seen. If there was no queenly
equivalent of the (kingly) simple pendant, then this could be the reason why royal women
were only represented with pectorals, broad collars, or without any necklace.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE TITULARY OF ROYAL WOMEN
Royal titles can tell us many things about women in ancient Egypt. Their titles
can show social and political status, biological and intimate relationships, and societal
position. In this chapter, I concentrate on the progression of royal female titles from the
late Old Kingdom to the end of the Twelfth Dynasty with a particular emphasis on the
developing elements of royal women from the Twelfth Dynasty. Most of the titles
discussed in this section have been taken from Troy’s “Titles and Epithets”.1 She divides
titles into four types, (A) Ritual, (B) Sacral, (C) Kinship and (D) Regency. For this study
I have included a table (Appendix B: Table 1), organized by dynasty then by individual,
to study the changing titulary of royal women from the Fourth Dynasty to the late
Twelfth Dynasty.
Titulary in the Late Old Kingdom
Fourth-Fifth Dynasty
As discussed in the previous chapter, Queen Khamerer-nebty I may be the first
royal female to be depicted wearing the vulture crown and uraeus, which marks the
beginning of changes in the iconography of royal women. While Khamerer-nebty’s high
social status is seen in her representations, her titulary is not very different from that of
other royal women early in the Fourth Dynasty. She does hold ten titles, one of which is
not seen again until the Eighteenth Dynasty and another that is highly significant. The
title Pt n mwt nsw-bit – the Heaven of the Mother of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt
is known only in connection with the queens Khamerer-nebty I and Tia, the wife of
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Thutmosis IV.2 Khamerer-nebty I also has the important epithet!Ddt xt nbt ir.tw n.s!– “all
things which are said are done for her.”3 Other royal female titles that occur in the Fourth
Dynasty are!sAt nsw wrt mrt.f – Eldest Daughter of the King, His Beloved,4!sAt nsw nt Xt.f!
–!Beloved King’s Daughter of His Body,5!smAt mry nbti –!“the!beloved!consort!of!the!
Two!Ladies”,6 and!Hmt nsw mryt.f – Beloved King’s Wife.7 Many titles and epithets held
by both royal and non-royal women that we see later in the Old and Middle Kingdoms,
such as!Hmt-nTr Hwt-Hr !–!Priestess of Hathor,8!wrt Hts!–!“great one of the hts scepter,” and!
wrt Hst!–!“great!of!praise,”9!begin in the Fourth Dynasty or earlier.10 On the other hand,
some titles that have their start in the Fourth Dynasty, such as:!Hmt nTr Hwt-Hr nbt Iwnw –!
Priestess of Hathor, mistress of Heliopolis,11 disappear completely and reappear in the
New Kingdom.
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An interesting title that comes from the mortuary complexes of both Khentkaues I
and II is!mwt nsw-bit nsw-bit. The title can be deciphered in two different ways, as
Mother of the two kings of Upper and Lower Egypt, or as the King of Upper and Lower
Egypt and the Mother of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt.12 Two other meanings for
the title have been proposed. Junker’s original reading suggested the title meant “the
mother of the king of Upper and Lower Egypt acting as or for the king of Upper and
Lower Egypt.” On the other hand, Verner suggests the title may mean both “Mother of
Two Kings” as well as “One who has the power of a ruler, and is also the mother of a
king” because it is still in question if Khentkaues I was the actual mother of two kings,13
Shepseskaf from the Fourth Dynasty and Userkaf from Dynasty Five14 or Sahure and
Neferirkare I, Userkaf’s immediate successors.15
Sixth Dynasty
Comparable to the evolving iconography of the Sixth Dynasty royal women, their
titularies also show high social status. Three royal and non-royal titles that are only seen
in the Sixth Dynasty are!sAt nTr wrt!–!Great Daughter of the God or Divine Daughter of
the Great One,16!sAt Hr!–!Daughter of Horus,17 and!smrt bit!–!Friend of the King of Lower
Egypt.18 The only queen to carry the title of!sAt nTr wrt is Ankh-nes-Meryre II and the
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woman given the titles!sAt Hr and smrt bit is Nebet. Little is known about Nebet, but she
was possibly a priestess who may have been the mother of the queens Ankh-nes-Meryre I
and II.19 Interestingly, Nebet is also the only non-royal woman to carry all seven titles,!sAt
DHwty – Daughter of Thoth, sAt MrHw – Daughter of the Merhu Bull, sAt Hr – Daughter of
Horus, HAtyta – Female Governor, 20 sAbt – Judge, TAytyt – She of the Curtian, TAtyt – Vizier
and rt-pat – noblewoman.21!
A title Troy discusses in detail is!rt-pat!–!noblewoman.!Rt-pat!has its first
appearance in the titulary of Nebet (Dynasty Six) and becomes an important element of
royal and non-royal women down to the Ptolemaic Period. The title is one of the earliest
examples of a feminine form of a male title. Rt-pat has been interpreted as a title for a
woman in charge of a child monarch,22 although non-royal women carried this title as
well. Similar to other elements transitioning from the Old to the Middle Kingdom, the
title!rt-pat!is also seen in the titulary of royal and non-royal women during the First
Intermediate Period. Rt-pat!is!always!seen!first!in!lists!of!women’s!titles!and!also!made!
the!administrative!titulary!of!royal!women!the!same!as!that!of!male!officials.23!The
title is explained by Troy as illuminating the role of the royal woman and it links her to
kingship.24
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Titulary in the First Intermediate Period
As stated above in chapter three, the records of First Intermediate Period royalty
are limited, but some names and titles for royal women have survived. From the Seventh
Dynasty, Queen Ankhes-en-Pepi’s royal title was mwt nsw-bit – Mother of the King of
Upper and Lower Egypt.25 On the two images of Queen Iah (Fig. 13 and 14) her titles
include sAt nsw nt Xt.f!– King’s Daughter of His Body and mwt nsw mrt.f – Mother of the
King whom He Loves.26 A second royal woman, who was also a princess as well as a
queen, is Neferkayet. Queen Neferkayet may have been related to Queen Iah through
King Intef II. Newberry suggested that Neferkayet is the same woman as Neferu II,27
which would make her the wife of Intef I, mother of Intef II, and grandmother of Queen
Iah. Some of Queen Neferkayet’s titles are listed on the stela of Chnemerdu now in Cairo
(Inv.# 20543). Neferkayet is described as qrHt xnty SmAw – Guardian of the Southern Part
of Upper Egypt,28 sAt nsw – Daughter of the King and Hmt nsw mrt.f – Wife of the King
whom He Loves.
During the Old Kingdom, First Intermediate Period and Middle Kingdom nonroyal women often share titles with royal women such as rt-pat!–!noblewoman. Queen
Neferkayet bore the title HAtyta – Female Governor, which was also carried by non-royal
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women.29 Many royal and non-royal women carried the title Hmt-nTr Hwt-Hr – Priestess of
Hathor.30 In the First Intermediate Period it was often paired with the epithet rxt nsw –
“known to the king” and is seen in majority of the surviving stela form this time.31 One of
the only royal females known from the Eighth Dynasty, Princess Nebet carried Hmt-nTr
Hwt-Hr – Priestess of Hathor and another significant title tpyt-a n kt Hmwt nsw – First
among the Women of the King.32 She also carried the title!sAt nsw wrt – Eldest Daughter
of the King, which can be found on her false door.33 After Queen Iah of the First
Intermediate Period, who also bore the title Hmt-nTr Hwt-Hr, Priestess of Hathor continued
into the Eleventh Dynasty and was part of the titulary of the royal women.
Titulary in the Middle Kingdom
Eleventh Dynasty
Six of the eight royal women associated with Mentuhotep II, queens Kawit,
Sadeh, Ashayet, Henhenet, Kemist, and Mwyt have a standard set of three titles:!Xkrt nsw
watt – “sole ornament of the king,”34!Hmt-nTr Hwt-Hr – Priestess of Hathor, and only one
exclusively royal title Hmt nsw mrt.f – Wife of the King Whom He Loves. The royal
women Tem and Neferu II have different titles from the other six women, including
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Tem’s epithet!Hst nTrw!–!“praised of the gods”, which is only seen once before in the
Sixth Dynasty. Neferu II has three intriguing titles; she is the first to have the title!Hnwt
Hmwt!–!Mistress of Women, which is seen often among the Twelfth Dynasty royal!
women and two other epithets that are unique to her during this period,!nbt imAt bnrt mrt
– “mistress of the Imat scepter, sweet of love”35 and snDm m wAx m sTy idt.s – “pleasing
in the columned hall by the smell of her fragrance.”36
Twelfth Dynasty
The Twelfth Dynasty sees the appearance of new titles and is the very first time a
royal female has her name within a cartouche.37 Three titles appear for the first time and
are unique to their owners. Neferu IV, the daughter of Amenemhat I, wife of Sesostris I
and mother of Amenemhat II, bore a unique title and epithet!Hmwt tA ntt m ah.f!–!Lady of
the Land Who is in His Palace and!dp.s tp.s m nsyt nt tA!–!“she covers her head with the
kingship of the land.”38 The second royal woman with an exclusive title is Princess
Neferuptah, the daughter of Amenemhat III. She is the only royal female of the Twelfth
Dynasty to be given the title!snt nTr!–!Sister of the God.39 Neferuptah is also the first and
one of only two females in the Middle Kingdom to have her name encircled within a
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cartouche.40 Neferuptah’s cartouche is found on silver vases, two offerings tables and her
sarcophagus (Figs. 47 a, b, c and 48). The appearance of Princess Neferuptah with her
own cartouche is extremely significant because before this time the cartouche was only
used by the king and this meant that Neferuptah held a very high political status.
Callender states “Such a feature conferred upon this royal woman a status approaching
that of the king himself,”41 and Tyldesley states, “Ptahnofru’s [Neferuptah] use of a
cartouche in her later inscriptions suggests that she had been her father’s successor.”42
Similarly, Troy notes that, “With no evidence for male heirs, another daughter,
Neferuptah, is highlighted during his reign and given the privilege of using the royal
cartouche with her name. Neferuptah was, in effect, treated as a presumptive female
heir”.43 While surviving evidence is minimal it is completely possible that Princess
Neferuptah was intended to be Amenemhat III’s successor and possibly was already his
co-regent.
!

Also!at!this!time there are seven extremely important titles and epithets that first

appear. The first belongs to Queen Dedyt, the sister of Amenemhet I, who bears the title!
snt nsw!–!Sister of the King.44 This is the only title of Dedyt, but is significant because it!
shows the emphasis on female relatives of the king other than mothers, daughters, and
wives. The previously discussed Neferu IV also bears the title!Hnwt Hmwt nbwt –!Lady of
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All the Women, which Troy identifies as the earlier version of!Hnwt tAwy!–!Lady of the
Two Lands.45 A daughter of Amenemhat II, Princess Khnumet/ Khnemethenut46 has only
two titles, one being Daughter of The King and her other title!Xnmt nfr Hdt!–!She Who is
United with the Beautiful White One (Crown). She is the first of nine Twelfth Dynasty
royal women to carry this title.47
Similar to Khnumet, Queen Meretseger, a wife of Sesostris II, only carries two
titles, one being the standard!Hmt nsw – Wife of the King. She is also the first and only
royal woman of the Twelfth Dynasty to have the title!Hmt nsw wrt – Great Wife of the
King.48 Three other important royal epithets that are quite similar in form and have their
origins in the Middle Kingdom are carried by four Twelfth Dynasty women. Queens
Weret II/ Khenemet-nefer-hedjet I and Neferet II, both wives of Sesostris II, share the
title Hnwt tAwy tm!–!Lady of the Entire Two Lands.49 The wife of Amenemhat III, Queen
Aat, is the only Twelfth Dynasty woman and the first of only seven in ancient Egyptian
history to have the title!Hnwt tAw nbw!–!Lady of All the Lands.50 Another wife of
Amenemhat III and the presumed mother of Amenemhat IV, Queen Hetepti, is the first to
have the title!Hnwt tAwy!–!Lady of the Two Lands.51 The final ruler of the Twelfth
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Dynasty and daughter of Amenemhat III was the!female king Sobekneferu. She had royal
male titulary including Horus and Nebty names!Hrt mrit-ra– The female Horus Meret-Re,
Ddt-xaw – Stable of Appearance and!sAt sxm nbt tAwy!–!Daughter of the Powerful One and
Mistress of the Two Lands.52
Discussion
!

Royal female titulary of the late Old Kingdom through the Middle Kingdom

seems to have progressively expanded. Some titles were used throughout the entirety of
ancient Egyptian history, but most were not, and some were unique to a single royal
woman. Although there are few surviving titulary elements from the Eleventh Dynasty,
the royal women associated with Mentuhotep II carry important titles and epithets that
are shared with other royal and non-royal women from the First Intermediate Period and
the Eleventh Dynasty, such as “Priestess of Hathor” and “noblewoman.” In fact, it is their
titulary alone that defines them as royal women because, as discussed in the previous
chapter, they wore no queenly regalia. These were the accepted representations of royal
women until the beginning of the Twelfth Dynasty when Amenemhat I became king.
Then the titulary of royal women began again to evolve. This, as well as their resumption
of the iconic regalia of queenship that had developed in the Old Kingdom, reflected their
changing social status.
Three unique and eight new titles are attributed to the Twelfth Dynasty (Appendix
B: Table 1).53 In fact, many titles that are standard elements of queenship in the New
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Kingdom start in the Twelfth Dynasty. This includes important titles such as hmt nsw wrt
– Great Wife of!the King and!Hnwt tAwy tm!–!Mistress of the Entire Two Lands. As stated
by Sabbahy, “The queens of the Twelfth Dynasty possess perhaps the most difficult
titulary with which to deal. It is during this period that the titulary of queen mothers,
queen consorts, and princesses become nearly indistinguishable from each other.”54 The
most frequent titles of Twelfth Dynasty royal women include those that express their
biological relationship with the king, such as mother, wife, and daughter. Mwt nsw –
Mother of the King and Hmt nsw – Wife of the King, along with their variations, count for
7 and 13 percent of the total titles listed in the titulary table (Appendix B: Table 1).55 The
title Mother of the King is sporadic throughout the Twelfth Dynasty, while Wife of the
King is consistent through the dynasty with a high frequency in the reign of Sesostris III.
The title sAt nsw – Daughter of the King, and its variations, account for 25 percent of the
titles listed and is in constant use throughout the entire Twelfth Dynasty. As seen from
the surviving data, the title Daughter of the King is most frequent and stresses the familial
relationship between the king and princess.
Royal women of the early Twelfth Dynasty show a significant increase in the
number of titles compared to the Eleventh Dynasty. Beginning with the titles of Neferet I,
Mother of Amenemhat I and ending with Diefsebat, daughter of Amenemhat II, there is
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an emphasis on Troy’s two categories “Kinship” and “Regency.”56 Forty-four percent of
the titles attested for royal women in the early Twelfth Dynasty fall in the category of
kinship, while eighteen percent represent regency. In comparison, the kinship titles of
royal women of the later Twelfth Dynasty57 account for forty-six percent and regency
titles account for thirty-two percent. Though there is a contraction in the number of titles
typically born by royal women from the early to the late Twelfth Dynasty, there is an
increase in the frequency of regency (official and political) titles in late Dynasty Twelve.
This change may be due to the centralization of royal authority during the later Twelfth
Dynasty and the shifting nature of the political influence of the royal women. With the
exception of the numerous titles of Princess Neferuptah, royal women of the late Twelfth
Dynasty generally carried fewer titles, but ones that correlated more with regency,
offices, and governmental affairs.
During the Twelfth Dynasty the titles and epithets of royal women were
progressing and became social and political markers for both queens and princesses. Not
only does the Twelfth Dynasty show a higher social status for women through their
expanding titulary, but also it is during this!time that!Neferuptah’s name is encircled by a
cartouche (Fig. 53 and 54) and the female king Sobekneferu takes full kingly titulary.
During the Twelfth Dynasty as the royal women’s social and political status increased, so
did their titulary. This emphasis on royal women is seen through the line of accession
from father to daughter.
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CHAPTER FIVE
MORTUARY COMPLEXES OF ROYAL WOMAN
Mortuary complexes of royal women from the late Old Kingdom to the late
Middle Kingdom are similar to titulary in that some elements are standard, and others are
new and unique.1 In this section I look at the development of mortuary complexes of
royal women, the features that distinguish them, which make them important. It is
unfortunate that many female burials from the Middle Kingdom are either below
groundwater, not excavated or unpublished; however, as much as the available evidence
allows, I will discuss the significance of each royal woman’s burial and the elements that
show the evolution of the social status of females (Appendix B: Table 2).
Mortuary Complexes in the Late Old Kingdom
Fourth-Fifth Dynasty
The burial place of Queen Khamerer-nebty I is unknown,2 though her titulary and
the body of her daughter, Queen Khamerer-nebty II, were found in the Galarza Tomb
near the complex of Khafre at Giza.3 On the other hand, Queen Khentkaues I’s burial is
securely identified just east of Khafre’s and Menkaure’s pyramids and has been called the
“fourth pyramid” (Fig. 55a).4 Originally encased with white limestone, the mastaba-like
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structure was built in two stages and was decorated with an exterior façade. At the
southwest corner of Khentkaues I’s pyramid a solar boat and trench were found and
located near her mortuary temple is the pyramid town. Also, she is the only Old Kingdom
royal woman reported to have “underground burial apartments with six deep niches.” The
only other rulers to have these unusual apartments are kings Menkaure and Shepseskaf
(Fig. 55b).5
Queen Khentkaues II of the Fifth Dynasty also has her own mortuary complex
(Fig. 56). It includes her pyramid, chapel, pillared court, five storage chambers and her
own satellite pyramid. She is the second royal female to have a pillared court.6 A later,
unnamed queen of the Fifth Dynasty has the largest mortuary complex of any queen in
the Old Kingdom. Located at south Saqqara, the complex contains kingly elements (Fig.
57) such as the organization of space, combination of rooms, and a court that has papyrus
columns.7 The complex also includes its own enclosure wall, offering hall, ten
magazines, a square antechamber with a single column, five statue niches, and a satellite
pyramid.8 As described by Callender, the queen’s court is only slightly smaller than that
of Djedkare and there are hundreds of relief fragments surviving from her complex.
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However, only a few have been recorded and the complex has yet to be completely
published.9
Sixth Dynasty
Although there is no name linked to a small pyramid situated northeast of King
Teti’s pyramid complex, Callender and others suggest this to be the tomb of Teti’s
mother or royal wife, Queen Seshseshet (Fig. 58). The pyramid is considered a typical
queen’s pyramid, although the distance from Teti’s pyramid raises questions about the
actual owner.10 Two documented wives of Teti, queens Khuit II and Iput I, have
pyramids north of Teti’s complex (Fig. 58). Queen Khuit II’s pyramid was constructed
first and there are slight differences between the two queens’ complexes. Khuit II’s
pyramid has four chambers, with one used as a storeroom, and differs from those of other
Sixth Dynasty queens in that it has a double statue shrine.11 Queen Iput I’s pyramid
complex has an offering chamber, three niches, a magazine and a large granite gateway
leading to her temple.12 Interestingly, she also has three open courts, which is the same
layout as found in the mortuary temple of Queen Khentkaus II.13
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Nine royal women have pyramid complexes that are associated with Pepi I’s
pyramid (Fig. 59).14 The first of the complexes to be built was the pyramid of an
unnamed queen, a wife of Pepi I, whose complex has a double statue shrine, an offering
hall, chambers and a small satellite pyramid. The rooms were made from mud brick and
the underground structure has not been published in detail (59E).15 The second queen’s
pyramid, located next to the complex of the unnamed queen, is Inenek-inti’s. The
pyramid is completely surrounded by thick walls and its entrance is described by
Callender as “grand.”16 Her court has pillars on all four sides and her temple is larger
then any other in this “Queens’ District” (59D).17 Queen Nebu-Wenet is the third wife of
Pepi I and her complex is located directly southwest of his pyramid, next to Queen
Inenek-inti’s. Similar to other queen’s pyramids, her complex is not fully excavated
although a small temple and triple shrines have been cleared (59C).18 The complex of
Pepi I’s fourth wife, Queen Mehaa, has only been recently excavated, however, the
complex is interesting because attached to her pyramid is the mastaba of her son, Prince
Netjerykhethor. Her complex consists of her pyramid, some storage rooms, an offering
room, a stele and her son’s tomb (59J).19
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Two other wives of Pepi I who are associated with the Queens’ District are Ankhnes-Meryre I and II. Ankh-nes-Meryre I’s mortuary complex has yet to be securely
identified, though it is assumed that she is the owner of an anonymous pyramid located
west of Pepi’s pyramid (59I).20 Ankh-nes-Meryre II, the mother of Pepi II, is the owner
of the largest queen’s complex in the district. It is located southwest of Pepi I’s and can
only be accessed though passages that lead to two entrances (59G). Her complex consists
of many parts including a unique set of stairs that led up to a terrace and a long passage
that contains five pillars. The five-pillared passage opens into two directions, to the west
are Ankh-nes-Meryre II’s eighteen magazines, which is the largest number of any
queen’s complex in the Old Kingdom. To the east is the entrance into a pillared court that
would have originally been roofed. Her complex also includes an altar, an offering basin,
rooms for resident priests, offering tables, and many small rooms for cult practices.
Ankh-nes-Meryre II also had the largest chapel in the Queens’ District and is the only
queen to have an offering table with Pyramid Texts that until that time were reserved for
the king. There have been over a thousand relief fragments found21 but very few have
been published.
Similar to Pepi I, Pepi II had multiple queens who received their own mortuary
complexes. From the surviving information King Pepi II had six queens who had their
own pyramid complexes, three of which are near his and three that are in the Queens’
District adjacent to Pepi I’s complex. Two wives of Pepi II, queens Neit and Iput II, have
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pyramid complexes northwest of his pyramid and the third, Queen Uedjebten’s, is located
to the southeast (Fig. 60). Unfortunately, all of the queen’s complexes have been
destroyed and are victims of stone robbery, however, they seem to be quite similar in
form and all have Pyramid Texts.22 Both Neit and Iput II have conventional pillared
courts and five magazines (60 A,B).23 Iput II’s complex also has a large pink granite
gateway that was framed by two obelisks, and a surrounding enclosure wall.24 Unlike the
other two queens, Uedjebten had no magazines or satellite pyramid and has a boundary
wall surrounding multiple buildings associated with her mortuary cult (54C, 60b).25
Three other proposed wives of Pepi II, queens Meretites II, Ankh-nes-Pepi III,
and Behenu, have complexes that are located in the Queens’ District near the pyramid of
Pepi I. Queen Meretites’s complex is located directly behind the pyramid of the unnamed
queen of Pepi I and has usurped some of the unknown queen’s space (59F). Though her
complex is quite typical and includes a five-pillared court and a false door,26 her burial
chamber has the first example of the Pyramid Texts written on a coffin.27 Queen Ankhnes-Pepi III’s pyramid complex is one of the smallest in the district. However, it
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contained Coffin Texts and a well-preserved satellite pyramid (59H).28 Queen Behenu is
the last royal female of the Sixth Dynasty to have a full pyramid complex and Pyramid
Texts. Unlike the other wives of Pepi II, Behenu’s complex has ten magazines that were
built from limestone and is the second largest complex in the Queens’ District, rivaling
that of Ankh-nes-Meryre II (59L).29
Mortuary Complexes of the First Intermediate Period
Located in a west magazine of Queen Iput II’s mortuary temple at Saqqara was
the burial of a later wife of Pepi II, Queen Ankh-nes-Pepi IV.30 Queen Ankh-nes-Pepi IV
was the wife of Pepi II, but also the mother of King Neferkare of the Seventh Dynasty,
which would place her burial at the beginning of the First Intermediate Period.31 In
Queen Iput II’s fifth magazine, the flooring was broken up to allow for Ankh-nes-Pepi
IV’s large gray granite sarcophagus,32 which had an oversized basalt slab that was not the
original lid.33 Each side of the sarcophagus contained inscriptions including her title as
wife of Pepi II.34 Located near Ankh-nes-Pepi IV’s sarcophagus were fragmentary
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limestone blocks that constructed a damaged false door that produced the majority of her
titles but no images.35 Callender states that the origins of Ankh-nes-Pepi IV are unknown
and suggests that her son may not have had the resources to give his mother a proper
tomb. Unfortunately, there is no other found evidence of Queen Ankh-nes-Pepi IV from
the reigns of Pepi II or Neferkare. 36
Re-used in a private residence at Qift (Coptos) was a large red granite false door
that belonged to the only known royal woman from the Eight Dynasty, Princess Nebet
(Fig. 12). Nebet’s false door is approximately seven feet high (218 cm) and three feet
wide (110 cm), with a thickness of more than a foot (85 cm).37 As stated by Habachi,
“With its pedestal it must weigh more than three tons, a heavy weight showing the
importance given to the owner of the tomb.”38 Princess Nebet’s tomb has never been
excavated and only small limestone blocks, parts of walls, and debris were cleared
around the false door’s pedestal.39
As described in the two previous chapters, Queen Iah was the daughter of King
Intef II, the wife of Intef III and the mother of Mentuhotep II. However, her tomb has
never been found. The saff tomb of Intef III is located at el-Baqar, but has never been
cleared. The modern town of el-Tarif covers the majority of the tombs of the First
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Intermediate Period rulers.40 It is possible that Queen Iah is buried with her husband, or
in her father’s saff tomb at el-Qassasiya, It could also be in an undiscovered tomb,
independent of her male relatives.
Mortuary Complexes in the Middle Kingdom
Eleventh Dynasty
There are eight royal women associated with the mortuary temple of King
Mentuhotep II. They are buried in three different places. Six of them (Kawit, Sadeh,
Ashayet, Henhenet, Kemsit, and Muyt) are buried in tombs below the shrines at the back
of Mentuhotep II’s peristyle hall (Fig. 61). Each burial had a door on the east side that led
to a statue shrine and also an underground burial chamber.41 The burial of the wife of
Mentuhotep II and mother of Mentuhotep III, Queen Tem, is located behind the
hypostyle hall at the back near the altar (Fig. 62). The entrance to her burial chamber is
near that of Mentuhotep II and their burials are “side by side.”42 The burial of the eighth
royal woman, Queen Neferu II, is located north of Mentuhotep II’s complex and is
designated as TT 319 (Fig. 63). Her tomb consists of a chapel and burial chamber and is
situated below the central terrace of Hatshepsut’s complex.43 The walls of the burial
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chamber are heavily decorated with both high and low relief and are inscribed with
offering lists, as well as Pyramid and Coffin Texts.44
Twelfth Dynasty
The first ruler of the Twelfth Dynasty, Amenemhat I, constructed his pyramid at
Lisht and royal women are buried within his complex (Fig. 64). No surviving
independent queen’s complexes have been found. Unfortunately, his entire complex has
not been excavated due to high groundwater levels, but 22 tombs assumed to be for royal
women have been found.45 Directly west of his pyramid and arranged parallel to his
enclosure wall are two rows of eleven tombs that may be for royal females, including
three named royal women, the royal mother Queen Nefret, Amenemhat I’s daughter
Princess Neferu, and his wife and the mother of Sesostris I, Queen Nefrytatenen.46
The mortuary complex of the next ruler, Sesostris I, is also located at Lisht and
has nine separately enclosed pyramid complexes assumed to be for royal women (Fig.
65). Seven of the pyramid complexes have their own enclosure walls while the remaining
two pyramids are within a single enclosure wall. Each pyramid has two chapels, one on
the north and one on the east side. Some complexes, such as pyramid 59F, have
subsidiary burials and outside of the fifth complex 65J is a boat pit. Only two owners are
known, the king’s wife Queen Neferu in complex 65F and Princess Itakayet in complex
59G. Pyramids 65H and 65I contained sarcophagi in their burial chambers and the
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remains of an over-life-sized female statue was found near Pyramid 65K.47 Queen
Neferu’s complex is larger than the others and is made from limestone, but seems to have
been unfinished.48 The majority of the pyramids are composed of mud brick and
limestone. In pyramids H and I, quartzite sarcophagi were found. Fragmentary pieces of
red granite pyramidions were also found throughout each complex. 49
Described by Mark Lehner as one of the most poorly investigated and
documented pyramids, the complex of Amenemhat II has never been cleared (Fig. 66).
The tombs located behind the pyramid are not adequately recorded, however, because of
their magnificent surviving jewelry, we know that at least one unnamed queen and four
princesses, Khnumet, Ita, Itiueret, and Sithathormeret, were buried there.50
Another complex that is not fully excavated, but is also known for its treasure, is
the pyramid of Sesostris II (Fig. 67).51 The king decided to construct his pyramid at
Illahun rather than Lisht and within his complex are eight mastabas and one queen’s
pyramid. An unknown woman is the owner of the queen’s pyramid that originally
measured 59 feet high (18 meters)52 and the seven mastabas may be for royal daughters
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or relatives.53 On the south side of Sesostris II’s pyramid are several burial chambers that
had shafts connecting to corridors leading to the burial chamber under the central
pyramid that ultimately connected the princesses with the king.54 Belonging to the
Princess Sit-Hathor-Yunit, who is the possessor of the famous diadem and pectorals, is a
small tomb located southeast of Sesostris II’s pyramid (Fig. 68). She also possessed a red
granite sarcophagus and canopic box.55 Interestingly, very little is known about a second
anonymous princess. Nevertheless Sesostris II had the entrance to his pyramid located
under her burial “about a dozen yards away from the south side of the pyramid (67D).”56
Two of the last three male rulers of the Twelfth Dynasty, Sesostris III and
Amenemhat III, constructed their complexes at Dahshur (Figs. 69a, 69b and 70).
Sesostris III’s complex has seven queens’ pyramids, four situated on the north and three
on the south sides of his pyramid.57 The four northern pyramids all have the same base
size (48 feet) and are connected by one long underground shaft. The first pyramid (69aK)
on the north side was used by a man named Nesu-Monthu, but Arnold explains that the
“remains of stone blocking from the entrance to the crypt suggest that either the original
owner or a later intruder was buried there” meaning that Nesu-Monthu may have usurped
the pyramid from a queen.58 Queen Nefret-henut, a wife of Sesostris III, securely owns
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the second pyramid (69aL) and it includes her chapel, sarcophagus and a second
unidentified sarcophagus. The third pyramid is owned by Princess Itakayet, who may
have been a sister or half-sister of Sesostris III. The pyramid (69aM) and chapel have the
same form as that of Nefret-henut and her sarcophagus was found in the burial chamber.
The pyramid is made almost completely from limestone except for a brick foundation and
a large red granite canopic chest. Similar to the first three pyramids, the fourth pyramid is
made of mud brick and limestone, but is owned by an anonymous princess (69aN). This
pyramid is the only one of the four that has the surviving gateway for the tomb.59
On the east wall of this fourth pyramid a passage leads underground to the gallery
of the burials for eight more queens and princesses of both Sesostris III and Amenemhat
III (Fig. 69b). These royal women were buried in chambers cut underneath the
superstructure of the anonymous princess’s pyramid. Of the eight additional burials six
are on the north side of the corridor and two are on the south side. Four royal women are
known from their inscribed sarcophagi: Queen Mereret and princesses Senet-senebetes,
Menet, and Sithathor, however, the other four are anonymous. One of the anonymous
burials had a granite sarcophagus, while the other seven coffins were of limestone.60
On the south side of Sesostris III’s complex are three more queens’ pyramids,
including the unique burial of Queen Weret II/ Khenemet-nefer-hedjet I the wife of
Sesostris II and mother of Sesostris III (69aO). Her pyramid consists of east and north
chapels, an access corridor, and two underground chambers. Under the north side of her
pyramid, a vaulted corridor leads to her burial chamber that is actually located underneath
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the pyramid of Sesostris III. Another chamber, located underneath her pyramid, contains
a heavily damaged limestone shrine. Queen Weret II’s chamber, underneath the pyramid
of Sesostris III, held her body and what Arnold describes as “a marvelous granite
sarcophagus.”61 Unfortunately, both chambers of Queen Weret II, her inner coffin and
mummy were robbed and almost completely destroyed.62
The second southern pyramid, located next to Queen Weret II, is attributed to
another queen, Weret I63 (69aP). Her pyramid is similar in size to Weret II’s, and includes
a fragmentary limestone obelisk, but a utilized burial chamber was not found underneath
the pyramid.64 The final queen’s pyramid located in Sesostris III’s complex is larger than
the others and has no secure owner (69aQ). It has been proposed by Arnold that it is the
satellite pyramid for Sesostris III’s central pyramid because a large shrine was located
underneath the satellite pyramid but no additional shafts were found leading to corridors
underneath Sesostris III’s pyramid.65
Amenemhat III’s burial complex at Dahshur has no separate queens’ complexes
or pyramids like those of his predecessors, but two queens are buried underneath the
southwest part of his pyramid (Fig. 70).66 Corridors originally connected all three of the
burial chambers under the Dahshur pyramid, however Amenemhat III was buried in his
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second constructed pyramid at Hawara.67 His wife, Queen Aat (the only Twelfth
Dynasty woman to hold the title Hnwt tAw nbw – Mistress of All the Lands),68 is one of
the queens buried beneath his Dahshur pyramid, along with another unnamed queen.
Both of them have ka-chapels located underneath the pyramid and Arnold has also
recorded fragments of a ka shrine and statue.69
Around the fifteenth year of Amenemhat III’s reign, the numerous underground
chambers and corridors of his Dahshur pyramid70 began to buckle from the weight of the
superstructure and Amenemhat III began a second pyramid at Hawara (Fig. 71).71 This
pyramid is his final burial place. Amenemhat III had planned to be buried with a royal
female, Princess Neferuptah. Located in the same burial chamber and to the east of
Amenemhat III’s sarcophagus, was a second sarcophagus that has been attributed to
Princess Neferuptah. Inscribed vessels and an offering table for the princess were also
situated in a side chamber.72
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Just over a mile (2 kilometers) southeast of Amenemhat III’s complex is the
pyramid and final burial place of Princess Neferuptah (Fig. 72).73 Her pyramid was made
from mud brick and limestone and her burial consisted of a large red granite sarcophagus
containing a rectangular wooden coffin and an anthropoid coffin that held her mummy.74
The casing and pavement stones of the pyramid were robbed in antiquity75 and the burial
chamber was filled with water, although not robbed.76 The chamber (Fig. 73) consisted of
Neferuptah’s red granite sarcophagus, an offering table and pots and vases. The
sarcophagus contained alabaster cosmetic vases, a mace-head, pieces of silver, gold
leafed gesso, a beaded apron, an eye-panel, inlaid eyes, a golden hawk head, a flail, a
broad collar and other jewelry such as bracelets and beads.77 The flail was made from
gold, wood, carnelian, and faience. Another daughter of Amenemhat III, Sobekneferu,
the last ruler of the Twelfth Dynasty, is expected to have been buried in the same manner
as other Middle Kingdom pharaohs. However, Sobekneferu’s burial place is still in
question; the northern pyramid of two located at Mazghuna has been ascribed to her.78 It
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has also been suggested that her sarcophagus is the one located in Amenemhat III’s
pyramid at Dahshur.79
Discussion
Whereas many important complexes for royal females can be dated to the Old
Kingdom, the Middle Kingdom has the most numerous examples of royal female burials.
It is nearly impossible to know exactly how many wives or daughters a king had, but it is
clear that the cults and burials for royal females were extremely important. The mortuary
complexes for royal women in the late Old Kingdom vary. For example, the complexes
of Queens Khentkaues I and II are not directly associated with or modeled on a king’s
pyramid complex, while the complex of the unknown queen of Djedkare is attached and
organized the same as his. The Queens’ District near the pyramid of Pepi I of the Sixth
Dynasty is very interesting because the complexes of the royal women are located very
close to one another and yet they vary greatly in size and features. The reason for the lack
of consistency in the complexes of royal women is unknown. However, many factors
such as religion, propinquity to the royal tomb, cost, familial customs, or precautions
against robbers may have been involved.
Twelfth Dynasty royal female burials also show little standardization,80 and can
be associated with a king’s pyramid in many different ways. The king’s pyramid can be
surrounded by the burial complexes of queens and princesses, including large numbers of
mastabas and pyramids, or by numerous subterranean chambers apparently lacking
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superstructures. The king could have also shared a burial chamber with royal females.
During the Twelfth Dynasty the same king81 may have had royal women buried in
separate complexes and also underneath his pyramid, which not only suggests a particular
status ranking system within the group of royal women but, in my opinion, also suggests
that certain women were recognized as essential for the king’s eternal life.
At the end of the Twelfth Dynasty a significant shift in the mortuary complexes of
royal women is seen and this includes the two burials of the wives of Amenemhat III, Aat
and the unnamed queen, the interesting burials of Princess Neferuptah and Queen Weret
II, and the addition of eight royal females underneath the fourth queens’ pyramid in the
complex of Sesostris III. By the time of Amenemhat III, instead of royal women having
their own complexes or individual pyramids, they are being buried underneath other
queens’ pyramids or under the king’s pyramid. Possibly as early as Sesostris III, this shift
can be seen in the burial of Queen Weret II where she has both a pyramid with its own
chamber within the king’s complex as well as a burial chamber located underneath his
pyramid. It is unclear why such a significant shift is happening with the burials of the late
Twelfth Dynasty royal women, however different theories can be proposed. While it is
easy to state there was an economic shift, the burials of Aat, the unnamed queen, and
Weret II were purposefully constructed in direct conjunction with that of the king. In my
opinion, if expense were a significant factor, then the royal women would have been
buried in simple tombs surrounding the king’s pyramid, instead of having rock cut
chambers, corridors and underground ka chapels.
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As for the additional eight royal female burials located at Sesostris III’s complex,
Arnold states the women were either of lesser rank or that space, time, or resources were
too limited for the royal women to have had their own individual tombs.82 In my opinion,
the women were not of lesser rank, because some of the additional eight burials are
similar in style and preparation to the other owners of the queens’ pyramids. Perhaps
other resources, such as time or space may have been limited. While it has been said that
these eight women, the two wives and numerous daughters of Amenemhat III, were
buried underneath pyramids not belonging to them due to economical stress and a need to
use cheaper materials, it is a fact that the king’s pyramids were also made from these
same materials. Other, more expensive, materials such as granite and quartzite still
appear frequently among the royal women’s tombs.83 Also, Princess Neferuptah was
buried within her own pyramid after residing in her father’s burial chamber until her own
complex was finished.84 Though Neferuptah is a special case because she may have been
Amenemhat III’s planned successor or co-regent, labor and funds were expended to
construct her pyramid. In my opinion, I think the shift in the location of the burials of
royal women indicates a ritualistic rather than economic cause and is an important marker
of the change and advancement of the social status of royal women during this time.
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CHAPTER SIX
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
It has been suggested that women during the Middle Kingdom did not hold
important political positions or have significant roles in society because of the lack of
surviving representations and exclusively royal titles.1 This study was created to counter
that argument. A second inspiration came from Lana Troy’s statement that
The accumulation of these varying symbols of the authority of the kingship in the
iconography of the royal women suggests a gradual elevation of the status of the
feminine element. This is most easily illustrated in the material of the early
eighteenth dynasty.2
My goal has been to prove that this statement can also be directly applied to the Twelfth
Dynasty. To accomplish these goals, I have assembled a corpus of every published royal
female representation of Dynasty Twelve that I could identify (Appendix C: Corpus and
Appendix B: Table 3), as well as listed the titles of these individuals (Appendix B: Table
1) and documented and discussed their mortuary complex plans (Figs. 55 – 73 and
Appendix B: Table 2). Thus, in this study I have proposed and provided evidence for the
conclusion that the social and political status of Twelfth Dynasty royal women gradually
increased from what had existed in the Sixth Dynasty and that they became more
powerful than their predecessors. This is seen in their reseumed use of the uraeus, the
same stylistic facial features of the king, the cartouche, and elaborate mortuary
complexes. This thesis cannot be a complete examination of Twelfth Dynasty royal
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women, but stands as a starting point for further exploration in this flourishing area of
scholarship.
The Twelfth Dynasty is an important time period for the evolution of royal female
iconography because it is when significant elements such as the uraeus become standard
in representations of royal women.3 It is during this time that royal women are usually
depicted without a male relative,4 in the seated pose and appear frequently in sphinx
form.5 Also, it is not often mentioned in art historical descriptions, but is regularly
assumed, that Twelfth Dynasty royal women are not represented with the extreme
physical characteristics of the royal men, such as Sesostris III or Amenemhat III.
However, royal women are depicted with these characteristics (Figs. 23, 29, 43), although
somewhat less severely than their male equivalents, and it is these characteristics,
including furrowed brows, deeply cut cheeks, and heavy-lidded eyes, that allow for the
dating of some uninscribed artworks. Some late Twelfth Dynasty royal women were
being represented with the same concerns as the kings and were stylistically correlated
with them. These types of representations show that the figural elements of the Twelfth
Dynasty royal women were changing along with those of their male counterparts and that
they do not simply mimic their Old Kingdom female ancestors. While the jewelry, dress
and wigs on Middle Kingdom royal female sculpture are quite simple, the same is true for
royal male sculpture. Royal males and females were represented with the “masculine”
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and “feminine” versions of the those elements, but shared some of the same iconography
of protection, authority, and royalty – the uraeus and careworn facial features.
By the Twelfth Dynasty the titulary for royal women had dramatically expanded6
and extremely important titles and epithets such as as!Xnmt nfr Hdt!–!She Who is United
with the Beautiful White One,!Hmt nsw wrt – Great Wife of the King, and!Hnwt tAw nbw!–!
Lady of All the Lands, appear. The titles of royal women had progressively become
markers for more powerful social and political status. The end of the Twelfth Dynasty is
the first time that a royal female has her name encircled within a cartouche. Meaning
protection, the cartouche is an elongated version of the shen sign.7 Not only is this the
first time a female has the privilege of protection from a cartouche, but also the female
was not a king’s wife or mother, but a daughter. The first two women ever to have
cartouches were granted that honor based on their political status as rulers, rather than as
royal wives.8 The fact that Princess Neferuptah and the female king Sobekneferu were the
first royal women ever to have cartouches shows the significant expansion of political
influence that females held during this time.
From the Fifth Dynasty onwards, royal women were buried within mortuary
complexes that rivaled those of their royal male counterparts with respect to elements
such as the number of chambers, organization of rooms, and materials used. The Queens’
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District near the pyramid of Pepi I of the Sixth Dynasty is where the first examples of
Pyramid and Coffin Texts that were not intended for the king are found.9 During the
Eleventh and Twelfth Dynasties royal women were either buried within the king’s
complex inside the enclosure wall, but not beneath his pyramid, within their own pyramid
complex, or under the king’s pyramid. This includes the unique burial of Queen Weret II
who had a separate pyramid but also a second burial chamber under the king’s pyramid
which was connected to it by an underground hallway, and Neferuptah’s pyramid
complex which was separate from her father’s.
Twelfth Dynasty royal women’s burials were extremely important and often
particular actions were taken to make sure these women received proper burials. These
include, the addition of burial shafts under the queen’s pyramids (complex of King
Sesostris III), the addition of the second unnamed queen’s burial chamber under
Amenemhat III’s pyramid at Dahshur, and Princess Neferuptah’s temporary burial within
Amenemhat III’s burial chamber at Hawara. A significant shift in royal female burials
occurred in the late Twelfth Dynasty: during the reigns of Sesostris III and Amenemhat
III royal women were buried either outside the king’s pyramid or underneath the king’s
pyramid. It seems to me that this happened due to changing religious and social beliefs,10
and an increasing emphasis on familial connections between the king and his mother,
wives, and daughters. As stated by Quirke, “In the theology of Egyptian kingship the
women around the king – his mother, wife and daughters - acted as the feminine
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complement to his own solar power.”11 The pyramid acted as the place of transformation
for the king’s ka and assisted in the deceased’s solar journey.12 For the royal women to be
buried underneath the king’s pyramid, it meant they were significant in his ascendance,
but also were able to independently transform into the afterlife through the same religious
mechanism as the king. Simultaneously, other royal women were being buried under
secondary pyramids adjacent to the king in order to achieve an prosperous afterlife.
Though multiple factors such as availability of financial and material resources, specific
architectural style, and location must be taken into account, it is clear that during the
Twelfth Dynasty the burials for royal women were highly significant and vital to the
religious virtue of the royal cult in general.
In my opinion these royal women were also independently acting as agents of
change to attain all of the aforementioned elements. Ancient Egyptian records do not
supply us with the personal decisions of royal persons or government officials and as a
result modern day scholars often wrongly assume that actions taken by individuals in the
Middle Kingdom were an extension of Old Kingdom ideas or simply stepping-stones to
the better documented Eighteenth Dynasty. This is unfortunate because the Twelfth
Dynasty was a rich time for literature, experimental iconography, and new architectural
strategies. I believe these royal women influenced the growth of the Twelfth Dynasty and
chose to be represented with uraei, without their husbands, and in the new Twelfth
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Dynasty style.13 As for their titulary, I agree with Leprohon in that “the king himself
[herself] played a significant role in choosing his [her] full titulary”14 and I believe that
this also can be applies to the royal women of the Twelfth Dynasty. In my opinion, their
advancing social and political status directly reflects their choices of titles and epithets,
which can be seen in the royal women’s ability to progressively acquire more powerful
titles, culminating in Princess Neferuptah’s cartouche and Sobekneferu’s kingly titles.
Also, their advancing status allowed for the choice of increasingly elaborate burial
constructions, which includes underground ka-chapels identical to that of the king, the
correlation with the king’s building materials, the use of the same architectural designs,
and, ultimately, burial underneath the king’s pyramid.
Following the major political changes of Sesostris III, Amenemhat III continued
concentrating on keeping power from the nomarchs.15 Lephrohon states
For it is in this reign that we first see the re-organized administration of the late
Middle-Kingdom at work, and it does indeed prove to be highly efficient, assuring
Amenemhat III of a strong centralized government of which he was in complete
control.16
It is during the reigns of Sesostris III and Amenemhat III that royal women began to take
on the severe facial features of the king. Royal women’s faces were no longer presented
in youthful ideal forms, but were being depicted with the facial features that have been
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described as “a way of displaying the authority and divine role of the king”17 and “ the
burden of being Pharaoh.”18 If these types of interpretations are accepted then the royal
women of the late Twelfth Dynasty were shown with faces that exhibited the strength,
power and responsibilities of ruling Egypt.
Furthermore, evidence of political, economic, and social involvement of Middle
Kingdom non-royal women has survived in the archaeological record in numerous forms.
This can been seen in such three-dimensional examples as the seated granite statue of
Lady Sennuwy,19 the diorite statuette of the nurse Sit-Snefru20 and in the family shrine of
the official Amun-em-het.21 Non-royal women are also seen in reliefs such as the offering
stela of two women from Thebes,22 on the sarcophagus of Kawyt (Fig. 16), and in many
tombs such as Khumhotep II’s from Beni Hassan.23 During the Old Kingdom and First
Intermediate Period non-royal women had many occupations, such as viziers to the
king,24 vendors, stewards, overseers, bakers, and weavers.25 Many also worked in temples
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and were often Priestesses of Hathor or other gods and goddesses.26 These jobs continued
into the Middle Kingdom along with other highly significant documented occupations for
women such as seal bearer, scribe, nurse, hairdresser, female butler, council member, and
countess.27 From the surviving evidence it is obvious that the female’s place in Egyptian
society was extremely important and many non-royal females held prestigious positions.
If this was the cultural model for non-royal women during the Middle Kingdom, then, in
my opinion, it must also have been applied to royal women, and, as appropriate as their
standing as members of the royal family, it is highly probable that they took part in
governmental affairs and had significant political influence, and even outright authority.
The foregoing analysis of the iconography, titulary and mortuary complexes of
royal women provides evidence that the status of royal women in the Twelfth Dynasty
gradually evolved. Royal women had a political impact that increasingly became more
apparent from the Sixth to the Twelfth Dynasty. After the accession of Amenemhat I at
the beginning of the Twelfth Dynasty, royal women began to be depicted with important
markers of their social status in art, iconography, titulary, and burials. These elements are
the indicators of the political influence that royal women had independent of their royal
male counterparts. During the latter part of the Middle Kingdom, the continual escalation
of these markers reflects the increase in the influence of royal women that eventually led
to Sobekneferu ruling ancient Egypt in her own right.
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APPENDIX A: FIGURES
Fourth'Dynasty'

'

'

'

Figure 1. Head of a Possible Queen with Vulture Crown. Universitat Leipzig:
Ägyptisches Museum. Leipzig, Germany (1965).
Reprinted from: The Metropolitian Museum of Art, New York. Egytian Art in the Age of
the Pyramids. New York The Metropolitian Museum of Art, 1999, 262.
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'

'

Figure 2. Flint Knife Relief of Khamerernebty I. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (11.766).
Reprinted from: http://educators.mfa.org/ancient/fragment-magic-knife-peseshkefinscribed-menkauras-mother-khamerernebty-i-54799.
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!
Figure 3a. Photograph of Representation of Khentkaus I on the Southern Doorjamb of
the Red Granite Gate in the Queen’s Tomb at Giza.
Reprinted from: Miroslav Verner, Abusir III: Pyramid Complex of Khentkaus. Prague:
Chzech Institute of Egyptology, 2001, Figures 85 a.

!
!
Figure 3b. Drawing of Representation of Khentkaus I on the Southern Doorjamb of the
Red Granite Gate in the Queen’s tomb at Giza.
Reprinted from: Miroslav Verner, Abusir III: Pyramid Complex of Khentkaus. Prague:
Chzech Institute of Egyptology, 2001, Figures 85 b.
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Fifth Dynasty

'
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Figure 4. Photograph and Drawings of Khentkaus II.
Reprinted from: Verner, Miroslav. Abusir III: Pyramid Complex of Khentkaus. Praha:
Chzech Institute of Egyptology, 2001, 80.
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Sixth Dynasty

'

Figure 5. Queen Iput in Vulture Cap Stands Opposite a Goddess.
Reprinted from: Vivienne Gae Callender, In Hathor’s Image I: The Wives and Mothers of
Egyptian Kings from Dynasties I-VI. Prague: Charles University Faculty of Arts, 2011,
227.
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Figure 6. Queen Ankh-nes-Meryre II in a Boat with a Tiny Female Figure.
Reprinted from: Vivienne Gae Callender, In Hathor’s Image I: The Wives and Mothers of
Egyptian Kings from Dynasties I-VI. Prague: Charles University Faculty of Arts, 2011,
261.
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'

Figure 7. Block Containing the Name and Head of Queen Neit from her Temple.
Reprinted from: Vivienne Gae Callender, In Hathor’s Image I: The Wives and Mothers of
Egyptian Kings from Dynasties I-VI. Prague: Charles University Faculty of Arts, 2011,
273.
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'

Figure 8. The Queen Mother Wearing the Vulture Crown.
Reprinted from: Vivienne Gae Callender, In Hathor’s Image I: The Wives and Mothers of
Egyptian Kings from Dynasties I-VI. Prague: Charles University Faculty of Arts, 2011.
162.
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Figure'9.'Pair!Statue!of!Queen!AnkhJnesJmeryre!II!and!her!son!Pepi!II.!Brooklyn!
Museum!of!Art.!Edwin!Wilbour!Fun!(39.119)'
Reprinted from: he!Metropolitian!Museum!of!Art,!New!York.!Egytian!Art!in!the!Age!of!
the!Pyramids.!New!York,!New!York:!The!Metropolitian!Museum!of!Art,!1999,!Figure!
172.!
Reprinted from: Statuette!of!Queen!AnkhJnesJMeryre!II!and!her!Son,!Pepy!II,!!
http://www.brooklynmuseum.org/opencollection/objects/3446/Statuette_of_Quee
n_AnkhnesJmeryre_II_and_her_Son_PepyII.!
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Figure 10. Mother of a King. Egyptian Museum, Cairo (CG 255).
Reprinted from: Biri Fay, “Royal Women as Represented in Sculpture during the Old
Kingdom Part II: Uninscribed Sculpture” in L'art de l'Ancien Empire Égyptien, ed.
Christiane Ziegler. Paris, Musee du Louvre, 1999, 129.
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Figure 11. Relief of Ankh-nes-Meryre II with Vulture Crown.
Reprinted from: Vivienne Gae Callender.. In Hathor’s Image I: The Wives and Mothers
of Egyptian Kings from Dynasties I-VI. Prague: Charles University Faculty of Arts, 2011,
273, Inside cover.
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First Intermediate Period

'

'

'

Figure 12. False door of Princess Nebet.
Reprinted from: Labib Habachi, “The Tomb of Princess Nebt of The VIIIth Dynasty
Discovered at Qift” Studien Zur Altägyptischen Kultur Band 10. Hamburg: Helmet
Burske Verlag, 1983, 211.
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Figure 13. Princess Iah and an unnamed king. British Museum. London, England (1819).
Reprinted from: I.E.S. Edwards, “Two Sculptures in Relief” The British Museum
Quarterly 23 No. 1, 1960, Figure IV.

Figure 14. Queen Iah with her son Mentuhotep II.
Reprinted from: http://www.digitalegypt.ucl.ac.uk/assuan/rockinscriptions.html.
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Eleventh Dynasty

'

'

!

Figure 15. Relief of Queen Ashayet Receiving Offerings from her Sarcophagus.
Egyptian Museum, Cairo.
Reprinted from: Joyce Tyldesley. Chronicle of Queens of Egypt: From Early Dynastic
Times to the Death of Cleopatra. London: Thames & Hudson, 2006, 68.
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'
Figure 16. Sarcophagus of Queen Kawyt. Egyptian Museum, Cairo (623).
Reprinted from: Great Museums of the World: Egyptian Museum, Cairo. London/New
York/Sydney/Toronto: The Hamlyn Publishing Group Limited, 1970, 82.
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'
Figure 17. Fragment of Painted Limestone Relief from the Tomb of Kemsit. A queen or
concubine of King Mentuhotep II. British Museum. London, England (EA 1450).
Reprinted from:
http://www.britishmuseum.org/explore/highlights/highlight_objects/aes/f/fragment_of_pa
inted_limestone.aspx
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'

Figure 18. Queen Nefru II Getting her Hair Dressed. Brooklyn Museum (54.49).
Reprinted from:
http://www.brooklynmuseum.org/opencollection/objects/3599/Sunk_Relief_of_Queen_N
eferu
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'

'

'

Figure 19 Queen Sadhe being Embraced by King Mentuhotep II.
Reprinted from: Vivienne Gae Callender, In Hathor’s Image I: The Wives and Mothers of
Egyptian Kings from Dynasties I-VI. Prague: Charles University Faculty of Arts, 2011,
169.
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Twelfth Dynasty

'

'

'
Figure 20a. Head of a Queen, early 12th Dynasty (Corpus#1) Petrie Museum, University
College London (UC 16657).
Reprinted from: Janine Bourriau, Pharaohs and Mortals: Egyptian Art in the Middle
Kingdom. Fitzwilliam Museum. Cambridge University Press, 1988, 25, Fig. 14.
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'
Figure 20b. Additional Views. Petrie Museum UC 16657 (Corpus #1).
Reprinted from: http://www.digitalegypt.ucl.ac.uk/art/mkroyalsculpture2.html
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Figure 21a. A Queen of the Twelfth Dynasty Statuette in Gabbro from Upper Egypt.
(Corpus #2) Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York (08.202.7).
Reprinted from: William C. Hayes, The Scepter of Egypt: A Background for the Study of
Egyptian Antiquities in The Metropolitan Museum of Art. From the Earliest Time to the
End of the Middle Kingdom. New York, New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
1978, 200, Fig. 122.
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!
Figure 21b. A Royal Woman. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York 08.202.7
(Corpus #2)
Reprinted from: http://www.metmuseum.org/collections/search-thecollections/544183?img=0.
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!
Figure 22. Bust of a queen from the time of Sesostris II(?).(Corpus #3).
Leipzig, Agyptisches Museum (6017).
Reprinted from: David P. Silverman, William Kelly Simpson, and Josef Wegner eds.
Archaism and Innovation: Studies in the Culture of Middle Kingdom Egypt. New Have,
CT; Philadelpia, PA: Department of New Eastern languages and civilizations, Yale
University; University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology,
2009, Figure 17.
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!
Figure 23. Head of a 12 Dynasty Queen (Perhaps Nofret). (Corpus #4). Museum of
Fine Arts, Boston 67.9.
Reprinted from: http://www.mfa.org/collections/object/head-of-a-12th-dynasty-queenperhaps-nofret-16427.
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'
Figure 24. Bust of a Twelfth Dynast Queen. (Corpus #5). Egyptian Museum Cairo.
Reprinted from: J. Vandier, Les Grandes Epoques La Statuair in Manuel D’Archeologie
Egyptienne 3. Paris: Editions A. Et. J Picard, 1958, Plate LXXIV 5.
!
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!
Figure 25. Fragment from the Head of a Queen or Goddess Statue. (Corpus #6). The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York (2001.585).
Reprinted from: http://www.metmuseum.org/Collections/search-the-collections/550158.
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Figure 26. Bust of a late Twelfth Dynasty Queen. (Corpus #7) Berlin 14475.
Reprinted from: Hedwig Fechheimer, Die Plastik Der Agypter. Berlin: Bruno Cassirer
Verlag, 1923, 57.!
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Figure 27. Head of a Middle Kingdom Queen or Princess. (Corpus #8). Ny Carlsberg
Glyptotek, Copenhage, (AEIN 595).
Reprinted from: Fischer, Henry George. Varia Nova: Egyptian Studies III. New York:
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1996, 122, Plate 20.
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Figure 28. Royal Woman with Vulture Body and Human Head. (Corpus 9).
Egyptian Museum, Cairo (64770).
Reprinted from: J. Vandier, Les Grandes Epoques La Statuair in Manuel
d’Archeologie Egyptienne 3. Paris: Editions A. Et. J Picard, 1958, Plate LXXV 12.
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Figure 29. Head of a Twelfth Dynasty Queen. (Corpus #10) Walters Art Museum,
(22.376)
Reprinted from: Not on View http://art.thewalters.org/detail/31003/head-of-a queen/
!

!
Figure 30. Bust of a Middle Kingdom Queen. (Corpus #11). Eski Sark Eserleri Muzesi,
Istanbul, (10368).
Reprinted from: Bernard V.Bothmer, On Photographing Egyptian Art. Sudien zur
Altagyptischen Kultur 6, 1978, Plate VIII.
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Figure 31. Wooden Head of a Royal Woman. (Corpus #12) Egyptian Museum, Cairo.
(JE 39390)
Reprinted from: Edna R. Russmann, Egyptian Sculpture: Cairo and Luxor. Texas:
University of Texas Press, 1989. 47.
'
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!
Figure 32. Bust of a late Twelfth Dynasty Queen. (Corpus #13). Sotheby’s Catalouge.
Reprinted from: Sotheby’s Monaco S.A. Antiquites et Objects d’Art Collect de Martine.
Saturday December 5. 1987, 112-113.
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Figure 33 Queen Khenemet-Nefer-Hedjet “The Great,”. (Corpus 14). Louvre Museum,
Paris (E 32564).
Reprinted from: http://www.louvre.fr/en/oeuvre-notices/queen-khenemet-nefer-hedjetgreat.
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Figure 34. Statue of Queen Nofret. (Corpus #15) Egyptian Museum, Cairo (381).
Reprinted from: Franceso, Tiradritte, ed. De Luca, Araldo, photographer. Egyptian
Treasure from the Egyptian Museum in Cairo. New York, New York: Harry N. Abrams,
Inc., 1999, 92.
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Figure 35. Second Statue of Queen Nofret (Corpus #16). Egyptian Museum, Cairo (382).
Reprinted from: Dodson, Aidan and Hilton, Dyan. The Compete Royal Families of
Ancient Egypt. London: Thames & Hudson, 2004, 94.
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Figure 36. Seated Statue of Queen Weret. (Corpus# 17). Elephantine Museum, Egypt
(101).
Reprinted from: Labib Habachi, Elephatine IV: The Sanctuary of Heqaib. Deutsches
Archaologisches Institut Abteilung Kairo: Verlag Phillip von Zabern, Mainz Am Rhein,
1985, Plates 193-194.
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Figure 37. Seated Statue of Queen Senet. (Corpus #43). Egyptian Museum, Cairo (424).
Reprinted from: Ludwig Borchardt, “Statuen und Statuetten,” Catalogue General Des
Antiquites Egyptiennes du Musee du Caire Vol. II. Berlin: Reichs Druckerei, 1925, 201.
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Figure 38. Drawing of the False Door of Queen Aat from Dashshur. (Corpus #18).
Reprinted from:
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f3/Aat_false_door.JPG
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Figure 39. Relief and Reconstruction of Neferuptah. (Corpus #40).
Reprinted from: Nagib Farag and Zaky Iskander. The Discovery of Neferwptah. Cairo:
General Organization for Government Printing Offices, 1971, Plate XLVII and inside
cover photo.
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Figure 40. Statuette of Queen Sobekneferu. (Corpus #19). The Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York (65.59.1).
Reprinted from: http://www.metmuseum.org/collections/search-thecollections/545109?img=3.
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Figure 41. Torso of Sobekneferu. (Corpus #20) Louvre Museum, Paris (E 27135).
Reprinted from:
http://cartelen.louvre.fr/cartelen/visite?srv=car_not_frame&idNotice=23673&langue=en.
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Figure 42. Kneeling Statue of Sobekneferu. (Corpus #21). Tell el-Dab’a.
Reprinted from: Labib Habachi, Tell el-Dab’a I: Tell el-Dab’a and Qantir The Site and
Its Connection with Avaris and Piramesse, ed. Ernst Czerny. Vienna: Verlag der
Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 2001, cat. 9.
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Figure 43. Seated Statue of Sobekneferu 1. (Corpus #22). Tell el-Dab’a.
Reprinted from: Labib Habachi. Tell el-Dab’a I: Tell el-Dab’a and Qantir The Site and
Its Connection with Avaris and Piramesse, ed. Ernst Czerny. Vienna: Verlag der
Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 2001, cat. 10.
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Figure 44. Seated Statue of Sobekneferu 2. (Corpus #23). Tell el-Dab’a.
Reprinted from: Labib Habachi, Tell el-Dab’a I: Tell el-Dab’a and Qantir The Site and
Its Connection with Avaris and Piramesse, ed. Ernst Czerny. Vienna: Verlag der
Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 2001. cat. 11.
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Figure 45. Head of a Middle Kingdom Female Sphinx. (Corpus #24). Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston (2002.609).
Reprinted from: http://www.mfa.org/collections/object/head-of-a-female-sphinx-354969.
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Figure 46. Head of a Middle Kingdom Sphinx. (Corpus #25). The Metropolitan Museum
of Art, (1978.204).
Reprinted from: http://metmuseum.org/Collections/search-the-collections/545504
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Figure 47. Head from a late Twelfth Dynasty Female Sphinx. (Corpus #26). Bibliotheque Nationale,
Paris (24).
Reprinted from: Fay, Biri. The Louvre Sphinx and royal sculpture from the reign of
Amenemhat II. Verlag Phillipe von Zabern, 1996, Plate 98c-d.
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Figure 48a. Princess Ita’s Sphinx. (Corpus #27). Louvre Museum, Paris (AO 13075).
Reprinted from: Biri Fay, The Louvre Sphinx and royal sculpture from the reign of
Amenemhat II. Verlag Phillipe von Zabern, 1996, Plate 58.
!
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Figure 48b. Princess Ita color photo. (Corpus #27).
Reprinted from: http://www.art.com/products/p8120933366-sa-i5237813/sphinx-de-laprincesse-ita-fille-du-pharaon-amenemhat-ii.htm.
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Figure 49. Headless Female Sphinx from the reign of Amenemhat III. (Corpus #28).
Vienna, ÄS1753.
Reprinted from: Biri Fay, The Louvre Sphinx and royal sculpture from the reign of
Amenemhat II. Verlag Phillipe von Zabern, 1996, Plate 93.
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Figure 50. Head from a Female Sphinx. (Corpus #29). The Brooklyn Museum (56.85).
Reprinted from:
http://www.brooklynmuseum.org/opencollection/objects/3623/Head_from_a_Female_Sp
hinx.
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Figure 51. Lower Half of a Seated Statue of Sesostris III with two royal females. (Corpus
#46). British Museum, London (EA1145).
Reprinted From:
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?
assetId=150516&objectId=122722&partId=1.
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Figure 52. Lower half of a Seated Statue of Sesostris III with two royal females. (Corpus
#47). Britsh Museum, London (EA1146).
Reprinted From:
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?
assetId=1496134&objectId=122724&partId=1!!
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Figures 53a,b,c. Inscribed Vases and Sarcophagus of Neferuptah.
Reprinted from: Nagib Farag and Zaky Iskander. The Discovery of Neferwptah. Cairo:
General Organization for Government Printing Offices, 1971, 14-15.
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Figure 54. Offering Table of Neferuptah from her Pyramid.
Reprinted from: Nagib Farag and Zaky Iskander. The Discovery of Neferwptah.
Cairo:General Organization for Government Printing Offices, 1971, Plate VII.
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Figure 55a. Pyramid and Pyramid Town of Khentkaues I, Giza.
Reprinted from: Vivienne Gae Callender, In Hathor’s Image I: The Wives and Mothers of
EgyptianvKings from Dynasties I-VI. Prague: Charles University Faculty of Arts, 2011,
138,
!
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Figure 55b. Underground Chambers of Menkaure, Khentkaues I, and Shepseskaf.
Reprinted from: Vivienne Gae Callender, In Hathor’s Image I: The Wives and Mothers of
EgyptianvKings from Dynasties I-VI. Prague: Charles University Faculty of Arts, 2011,
141.
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Figure 56. Complex of Khentkaues II, Abusir.
Reprinted from: Vivienne Gae Callender, In Hathor’s Image I: The Wives and Mothers of
Egyptian Kings from Dynasties I-VI. Prague: Charles University Faculty of Arts, 2011,
172.
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Figure 57. Complex of unknown Queen.
Reprinted from: Vivienne Gae Callender, In Hathor’s Image I: The Wives and Mothers of
Egyptian Kings from Dynasties I-VI. Prague: Charles University Faculty of Arts, 2011,
188.
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Figure 58. Complex of Teti and the Pyramids of Queens Khuit, Iput, and Sesheseshet,
Sakkara.
Reprinted from: Vivienne Gae Callender, In Hathor’s Image I: The Wives and Mothers of
Egyptian Kings from Dynasties I-VI. Prague: Charles University Faculty of Arts, 2011,
207.
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Figure 59. The Queens’ District next to Pepi I’s Complex, Sakkara.
Reprinted from: Vivienne Gae Callender, In Hathor’s Image I: The Wives and Mothers of
Egyptian Kings from Dynasties I-VI. Prague: Charles University Faculty of Arts, 2011,
236.
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Figure 60a. Pyramid Complex of Pepi II, Sakkara.
Reprinted from:
http://www.antikforever.com/Egypte/Pyramides/Images/Pepi%20II%202.gif
Key
A. Pyramid complex of Queen Iput II
B. Pyramid complex of Queen Neith
C. Pyramid complex of Queen Uedjebten

!
!
Feature 60b. Detailed Plan of Queen Uedjebten’s Complex, Sakkara.
Reprinted from: Vivienne Gae Callender, In Hathor’s Image I: The Wives and Mothers of
EgyptianKings from Dynasties I-VI. Prague: Charles University Faculty of Arts, 2011,
284.
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Figure 61. Mentuhotep II’s Mortuary Complex, Deir el-Bahari.
Reprinted from: Rasha Soliman, Old and Middle Kingdom Theban Tombs. London:
Golden House Publications, 2009, 51.
Key: From left to right, as seen directly above.
1. Henhenet
2. Kemsit
3. Kawit
4. Sadeh
5. Ashayet
6. Muyt
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Figure 62. Tomb of Tem, Dier el-Bahari.
Reprinted from: Rasha Soliman, Old and Middle Kingdom Theban Tombs. London:
Golden House Publications, 2009, 66.
!
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Figure 63. Tomb of Neferu II, Dier el-Bahari
Reprinted from: Rasha Soliman, Old and Middle Kingdom Theban Tombs. London:
Golden House Publications, 2009, 68.
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Figure 64. Pyramid Complex of Amenemhat I, Lisht.
Reprinted from: http://www.touregypt.net/featurestories/amenemhet1p.htm.
Mark Lehner, The Complete Pyramids: Solving the Ancient Mysteries. London:
Thames & Hudson 1997, 169.
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Figure 65 Pyramid Complex of Sesostris I, Lisht.
Reprinted from:
http://www.antikforever.com/Egypte/Pyramides/Images/Sesostris%20I%203.gif.
Dieter Arnold, The South Cemeteries of Lisht Volume III: The Pyramid Complex of
Senwosret I New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1992, 20-23.
Key
F. Pyramid 1 complex of Queen Neferu
G. Pyramid 2 complex of Princess Itakayet
H. Pyramid complex 3
I. Pyramid complex 4
J. Pyramid complex 5
K. Pyramid complex 6
L. Pyramid complex 7
M & N. Pyramid complex of 8 and 9
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Figure 66. Pyramid Complex of Amenemhat II, Dashur.
Reprinted from:
http://www.antikforever.com/Egypte/Pyramides/Images/Amenemhat%20II%202.gif.
Mark Lehner, The Complete Pyramids: Solving the Ancient Mysteries. London:
Thames & Hudson 1997, 174.
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Figure 67. Pyramid Complex of Sesostris II, Illahun.
Reprinted from:
http://www.antikforever.com/Egypte/Pyramides/Images/Sesostris%20II%204.gif.
Mark Lehner, The Complete Pyramids: Solving the Ancient Mysteries. London:
Thames & Hudson 1997, 175.
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Figure 68. Tomb of Princess Sithathor-Yunit.
Reprinted From: Stephen Quirke. Lahun: A town in Egypt 1800 BC, and the history of its
landscape. London: Golden House Publications, 2005.
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Figure 69a. Pyramid Complex of Sesostris III, Dahshur.
Reprinted from: http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/dapc/hd_dapc.htm.
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Figure 69b. Additional Eight Burials of Queens and Princesses at the Pyramid Complex.
of Sesostris III, Dashur
Reprinted from: Aidan Dodson and Dyan Hilton, The Compete Royal Families of Ancient
Egypt. London: Thames & Hudson, 2004, 95.
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Figure 70. Pyramid Complex Amenemhat III at Dahshur.
Reprinted from: http://www.touregypt.net/images/touregypt/amenemhet3p6.jpg
Mark Lehner, The Complete Pyramids: Solving the Ancient Mysteries. London:
Thames & Hudson 1997, 179.
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Figure 71. Pyramid Complex of Amenemhat III at Hawara.
Reprinted from: http://www.touregypt.net/images/touregypt/amenemhet3hp7.jpg
Mark Lehner, The Complete Pyramids: Solving the Ancient Mysteries. London:
Thames & Hudson 1997, 181.
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Figure 72. Pyramid Complex of Princess Neferuptah, Hawara.
Reprinted from: Nagib Farag and Zaky Iskander. The Discovery of Neferwptah. Cairo:
General Organization for Government Printing Offices, 1971, 2,3,1.
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Figure 73. Burial Chamber of Princess Neferuptah.
Reprinted from: Nagib Farag, and Zaky Iskander. The Discovery of Neferwptah. Cairo:
General Organization for Government Printing Offices, 1971, 6.
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APPENDIX B: TABLE 1
TITLES OF MIDDLE KINGDOM ROYAL WOMEN'
!
Fourth Dynasty (Only Khamerenebty and Khentkaues I)
Table 1.1 Khamerernebty I. Daughter of Khufu. Wife of Khafra. Mother of
Menkaure and Khamerernebty II (LT, CH)!297
sAt nTr
Daughter of the God

Mother of the king of Upper and Lower
Egypt
Wife of the king whom he loves

pt n mwt nsw-bit
!
Hmt-nTr BA-pf
!
Hmt-nTr Dhwty
!
mAAt Hr stS
!
wrt Hts
!
wrt Hst
!
mwt nsw-bit
!
Hmt nsw mrt.f

Daughter of the king of his body

sAt nsw nt Xt.f

The heaven of the mother of the king of
Upper and Lower Egypt
Priestess of Bapef
Priestess of Thoth
The one who sees Horus and Seth
Great one of the hts-scepter
Great of praise

Table 1.2 Khentkaues I. Mother of Sahure and Neferirkare (LT, CH)
sAt nTr
Daughter of the god
'
xt Hr
Follower of Horus
!
mAAt Hr stS
The one who sees Horus and Seth
'
wrt Hts
Great one of the Hts-scepter
All beautiful things which are said are done Ddt xt nbt nfrt ir.tw n.s
'
for her
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
297

Sources are indicated using the following abbreviations: Lana Troy, Queen ship, (LT);
Vivienne Calender, In Hathor’s Image, (CH); Vivienne Calender, Wives, (CW);
LisaSabbahy,Titulary, (LS); Brandi Hill, Personal Translation, (BH); Patricia Podzorski, Personal
Translation, (PP).
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Table 1.2 Khentkaues I. Mother of Sahure and Neferirkare (LT, CH)
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
wrt Hst
Great of praise
'
mwt nsw
Mother of the king
'
mwt nsw-bit nsw-bit
Mother of the two kings of Upper and
Lower Egypt or King of Upper and Lower
'
Egypt and Mother of the King of Upper
and Lower Egypt
Wife of the king
'

Hmt nsw

Fifth Dynasty (Only Khentkaues II)
'
Table 1.3 Khentkaues II. Consort of Neferirkare (LT, CH)
mAAt Hr stS
The one who sees Horus and Seth
'
wrt Hts
Great one of the hts-scepter
'
wrt Hst
Great of praise
'
Hmt nsw mrt.f
Wife of the king whom he loves
'
mwt nsw-bit nsw-bit
Mother of the two kings of Upper and
Lower Egypt or King of Upper and Lower
Egypt and Mother of the King of Upper
and Lower Egypt
'
'
'
Sixth Dynasty
!
Table 1.4 Shesh Mother of Teti (LT, CH)
mwt nsw n Hm n nsw-bit!
Royal mother of the king of Upper and
!
Lower Egypt
!
Table 1.5 Iput I. Daughter of the king,. Wife of Teti. Mother of Pepi I (LT, CH)
smrt Hr
Friend of Horus
!
Royal mother + name of the pyramid of the mwt nsw nt (ppi) Mn-nfr
!
king, PepI
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Table 1.5 Iput I. Daughter of the king,. Wife of Teti. Mother of Pepi I (LT, CH)
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
mAAt Hr stS
The one who sees Horus and Seth
!
wrt Hts
Great on of the hts-scepter
!
wrt Hst
Great of praise
!
mwt nsw-bit
Mother of the King of Upper and Lower
!
Egypt
Mother of the King

mwt nsw

Wife of the king

Hmt nsw

Wife of the king who he loves

Hmt nsw mrt.f
!
sAt nsw-bit!

Daughter of the king of Upper and Lower
Egypt
!
!
!
Table 1.6 Khuit. Wife of Teti (LT, CH)
Possession (?) of the Great One
The one who see Horus and Seth
Great one of the hts-scepter
Great of praise
Wife of the king who he loves

Xt wr
!
mAAt Hr stS
!
wrt Hts
!
wrt Hst
Hmt nsw mrt.f
!

!
!
!
Table 1.7 Seshseshet. Wife (?) of Teti (LT, CH)
hmt-nTr BA-pf
Priestess of Bapef
!
'
'
'
Table 1.8 Nebet A. Priestess. Possibly mother of Ankh-nes-Meryre I and II (LT,
CH)
sAt Gb
Daughter of Geb
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Table 1.8 Nebet A. Priestess. Possibly mother of Ankh-nes-Meryre I and II (LT,
CH)
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
sAt DHwty
Daughter of Thoth
!
sAt mrHw
Daughter of Merhu bull
!
sAt Hr
Daughter of Horus
!
smrt bit
Friend of the King of Lower Egypt
!
Spst
Lady of distinction
!
Xkrt nsw
Ornament of the king
!
rt-pat
Noblewoman
!
HAtyt-a
Female Governor
!
sAbt
Judge
!
TAytyt
She of the curtain
Vizier

TAtyt!

!
!
!
Table 1.9 Ankh-nes-Meryre I. Wife of Pepi I. Mother of Merenre (LT, CH)
xt wr
Possession (?) of the great one
tist Hr
Companion of Horus
!
smrt Hr
Friend of Horus
!
mwt
nsw-bit (Mr n Ra) xa-nfr
Royal mother + name of the pyramid of the
!
King Merenre
Royal wife + name of the pyramid of the
king Pepi I

Hmt nsw (Mry Ra) Mn-nfr
!

The one who sees Horus and Seth

mAAt Hr stS
!
wrt Hts
!
wrt Hst
!
Hmt nsw mrt.f

Great one of the hts-scepter
Great of praise
Wife of the king who he loves
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Table 1.10 Ankh-nes-Meyre II. Wife of Pepi I. Mother of Pepi II (LT, CH, PP)
sAt nTr
Daughter of the god
!
sAt nTr wr<t>
Daughter of the Great God
!
xt wr
Possession (?) of the great one
!
tist Hr
Companion of Horus
!
Royal mother + name of the pyramid of the mwt nsw-bit nt (Nfr kA ra) Mn-anh
!
King Pepi II
Royal wife + name of the pyramid of the
king Pepi I

mwt nsw mrt.f nt (Mry Ra) Mn-nfr
!

Great one of the hts-scepter

wrt Hts
!
wrt Hst
!
mwt nsw

Great of praise
Mother of the king
Mother of the king of Upper and Lower
Egypt
'
'

mwt nsw-bit
!

Table 1.11 Neith. Daughter of Pepi I. Wife of Pepi II. Mother of Antyemsaf
Meryenre (LT, CH)
sAt nsw nt Xt.f nt (Mry Ra) Mn-nfr
Royal daughter + name of the pyramid of
!
the king Pepi I
The one who sees horus and seth
Great one of the hts-scepter
Great of Praise
Wife of the king who he loves
Daughter of the king
Noblewoman

mAAt Hr stS
!
wrt Hts
!
wrt Hst
Hmt nsw mrt.f
!
Hmt nsw mrt.f
!
rt-pat
!

!
!
!
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Table 1.12 Iput II. Daughter of Pepi I, Wife of Pepi II (LT, CH)
Hmt nsw nt (Nfr kA Ra) Mn-anx
Royal wife + name of the pyramid of the
!
King Pepi II
The one who sees horus and seth
Eldest daughter whom he loves of his body
Noblewoman

mAAt Hr stS
!
sAt nsw smst
!
rt-pat
!

!
!
!
Table 1.13 Udjebten. Wife of Pepi II (LT, CH)!
Xt Hr
Follower of Horus
!
Hmt nsw (Nfr kA Ra) Mn-anh
Royal wife + name of the pyramid of the
!
King Pepi II
Great one of the hts-scepter
Wife of the king
Wife of the king whom he loves
Noblewoman

wrt Hts
!
Hmt nsw
!
Hmt nsw mrt.f
!
rt-pat

Table 1.14 Nebtynub. Wife of unnamed king (LT)
smAyt nbty mry/t
Consort of the two ladies whom is loved

Friend of Horus

tist Hr
!
smrt Hr

Great one of the hts-scepter

wrt Hts

Companion of Horus

Great of praise
Wife of the king

!
wrt Hst
!
Hmt nsw
!

!
!
!
!
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Table 1.15 Inti. Daughter of PepI (LT)
Royal daughter + names of the pyramid of
the king Teti and Pepi I
Daughter of the king
Eldest daughter whom he loves of his body
Eldest daughter of the king
Daughter of the king of his body

Table 1.16 Nebet Bebi (LT)
Friend of Horus
Sole ornament of the king
Priestess of Hathor

sAt nsw smst sA ra (tti) Dd-swt
sAt nsw smst nt Xt.f (tti) Dd-swt
sAt nsw smst nt Xt.f (ppi) Mn-nfr
!
sAt nsw
!
sAt nsw smst mrt.f nt Xt.f
!
sAt nsw smst
!
sAt nsw nt Xt.f
!

smrt Hr
!
Xkrt nsw watt
!
Hmt-nTr Hwt-Hr
!

!
!
!
First'Intermediate'Period'
!
Table 1.17 Ankh8nes8Meryre'IV.'Wife'of'Pepi'II.'Mother'of'Neferkare!(LT)!
sAt nTr tw!
This (?) daughter of the God
Green of Girlhood
Mother of the King + name of the pyramid
of King Neferkare
Royal wife + name of the pyramid of the
Kng Pepi II
Great one of the hts-scepter

wADt sDtyt
!
mwt nsw (Nfr kA Ra) anh-nx-dD
!
Hmt nsw (Nfr kA Ra) Mn-anx!

Great of praise of the gods

wrt Hts
!
wrt hsst ntrw!

Mother of the king of Upper and Lower
Egypt

mwt nsw-bit
!

Wife of the king whom he loves

Hmt nsw mrt.f
!

!
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Table 1.18 Nebet.'Daughter'of'Neferkauhor.'Wife'of'the'nomarch'of'Koptos,'
Shemay!(LT)
Tpyt-a n kt Hmwt nsw
Frist!among!the!women!of!the!king!
!
Xkrt nsw watt
Sole!ornament!of!the!king!
!
Hmt-nTr Hwt-Hr
Priestess!of!Hathor!
The!mother!of!Min!
Priestess!of!HorusJMin!
Eldest!Daughter!of!the!King!
Noblewoman!!

!
mwt Mnw
!
Hmt-nTr Hr-mnw
!
sAt nsw wrt
!
rt-pat

!
!
!
Eleventh Dynasty
!
Table 1.19 Neferkayet. Daughter of Intef II. Wife of Intef III (LT, BH)
Hnwt Xkrwt nsw
Lady of the ornaments of the king
!
Hmt nsw mrt.f
Wife of the king whom he loves
!
sAt nsw
Daughter of the king
!
HAtyt-a rmT
Female Governor of the people
!
iwat n mwt.s
Heiress of her mother
!
qrHt xnty SmAw
Guardian of the Southern Part of Upper
Egypt
!
!
!
Table 1.20 Iah. Daughter of Intef II. Wife of Intef III. Mother Mentuhotep II and
Neferu IV (LT, LS)
Hmt-ntr Hwt-Hr
Priestess of Hathor
Mother of the king whom he loves
Daughter of the king of his body

mwt nsw mrt.f
!
sAt nsw Xt.f
!

!
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Table 1.21 Neferu III. Daughter of Intef III and Iah,. Wife of Mentuhotep II (LT,
LS)
wADt sDtyt
Green of girlhood
!
bnrt mrwt
Sweet of love
!
snDmt m wAxy sty idt.s
The one who sweetens the forecourt with
!
the scent of her fragrance
Hnwt Hmwt
Lady of the women
!
mAAt Hr stS
The one who sees Horus and Seth
!
nbt imAt
Mistress of the imat-scepter
!
Hmt nsw
Wife of the king
!
Hmt nsw mrt.f
Wife of the king whom he loves
!
sAt nsw
Daughter of the king
Daughter of the king of his body

sAt nsw nt Xt.f

rt-pat
Noblewoman
!
!
!
Table 1.22 Tem. Wife of Mentuhotep II. Mother of Mentuhotep III (LT, LS)
wrt Hts
Great one of the hts-scepter
!
wrt Hst
Great of praise
!
mwt nsw-bit
Mother of the king of Upper and Lower
!
Egypt
Hmt nsw
Wife of the king
!
Hmt nsw mrt.f
Wife of the king whom he loves
'
'
'
Table 1.23 Sadhe. Wife of Mentuhotep II (LT, LS)
Xkrt nsw watt
Sole ornament of the king
!
Hmt-nTr Hwt-Hr
Priestess of Hathor
Wife of the king whom he loves
!
!

Hmt nsw mrt.f
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Table 1.24 Kawit. Wife of Mentuhotep II (LT, LS)
Xkrt nsw watt
Sole ornament of the king
Priestess of Hathor
Wife of the king whom he loves

Hmt-nTr Hwt-Hr
!
Hmt nsw mrt.f
!

!

'
'
'
Table 1.25 Henhenit. Wife of Mentuhotep II (LT, LS)
Xkrt nsw
Ornament of the king
!
Xkrt nsw watt
Sole ornament of the king
!
Hmt-nTr Hwt-Hr
Priestess of Hathor
!
Hmt nsw mrt.f
Wife of the king whom he loves
!
!
!
!
Table 1.26 Ashayt. Wife of Mentuhotep II (LT, LS)
Xkrt nsw watt
Sole ornament of the king
!
Hmt-nTr Hwt-Hr
Priestess of Hathor
!
Hmt nsw mrt.f
Wife of the king whom he loves
!
Hmt nsw wrt
Great wife of the king
!
!
!
Table 1.27 Kemsit. Wife(?) of Mentuhotep II (LT, LS)
Xkrt nsw
Ornament of the king
!
Xkrt nsw watt
Sole ornament of the king
!
Hmt-nTr Hwt-Hr
Priestess of Hathor
!
<Hmt nsw> mrt.f
Wife of the king whom he loves
!
!
!
!
Table 1.28 Imi. Wife of Mentuhotep III. Mother of Mentuhotep IV (LT, LS)
mwt nsw
Mother of the King
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Twelfth Dynasty
Table 1.29 Neferet I. Mother of Amenemhat I (LT)
mwt nsw
Mother of the king
!
!
!
!
Table 1.30 Nefrey-to-tenen. Wife of Amenemhat I. Mother of Sesostris I (LT,CW)
mwt nsw
Mother of the king
!
!
!
!
Table 1.31 Dedyt. Sister-wife (?) of Amenemhat I. Daughter of SatHathor. Mother
of Nefert A (LT, CW)
snt nsw
Sister of the king
!
!
!
!
Table 1.32 Neferu IV. Daughter of Amenemhat I. Wife of Sesostris I. Mother of
Amenemhat II (LT, CW)
pt.k tn ntt m aH
The heaven of the mother of the King of
!
Upper and Lower Egypt
Mistress of all women
Royal wife + name of the pyramid of the
King Sesostris I
Royal daughter + name of the pyramid of
the king Amenemhat II
Great of praises
Mother of the king
Lady of the land which is in his palace
Noblewoman
She covers (?) her head with the kingship
of the land
Wife of the king

Hnwt Hmwt nbwt
!
Hmt nsw (s n wsrt) n Xnmt-swt
!
sAt nsw (Imn m HAt) m kA-nefrw
!
wrt Hswt
!
mwt nsw
Hnwt tA ntt m aH.f
!
rt-pat
!
Dp.s tp.s m nsyt nt tA
!
Hmt nsw
!
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Table 1.32 Neferu IV. Daughter of Amenemhat I. Wife of Sesostris I. Mother of
Amenemhat II (LT, CW)
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
snt.f
His sister
Noblewoman

rt-pat

!
!
!
Table 1.33 Neferu-shery. Daughter of Amenemhat I (LT)
sAt nsw
Daughter of the king
!
!
!
Table 1.34 Itkayt I. Daughter of Sesostris I (LT, CW)
mAAT Hr stS
The one who sees Horus and Seth
!
wrt Hts
Great one of the hts-scepter
!
wrt
Hst
Great of praise
!
sAt
nsw
Daughter of the king
!
sAt
nsw
nt Xt.f
Daughter of the king whom he loves
!
rt-pat
Noblewoman
!
!
!
!
Table 1.35 Neferusobek. Daughter of Sesostris I (LT)
sAt nsw
Daughter of the king
!
sAt nsw nt Xt.f
Daughter of the king of his body
!
!
!
Table 1.36 Neferuptah I. Daughter of Sesostris I (LT)
sAt nsw
Daughter of the king
!
!
!
Table 1.37 Kemanub. Wife of Amenemhat II (LT,CW,LS)
Hmt nsw
Wife of the king
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Table 1.38 Ka-Neferu. Daughter of Sesostris I. Wife of Amenemhat II (CW)
Hnwt Hmwt nbwt
Mistress!of!all!women!
!
!
!
!
Table 1.39 Sathathormeryt. Daughter of Amenemhat II (LT)
sAt nsw
Daughter of the king
!
!
!
!
!
Table 1.40 Itweret. Daughter of Amenemhat II (LT)
sAt nsw
Daughter of the king
!
rt-pat
Noblewoman
!

Table 1.41 Khnemethenut. Daughter of Amenemhat II (LT)
sAt nsw
Daughter of the king
She who is united with the beautiful White Xnmt nfr HDt
!
One
!
!
!
Table 1.42 Ita. Daughter of Amenemhat II (LT)
sAt nsw
Daughter of the king
Daughter of the king of his body
Noblewoman

sAt nsw nt Xt.f
!
rt-pat
!

!
!
!
Table 1.43 Nebmen. Daughter of Amenemhat II (LT)
sAt nsw
Daughter of the king
!
She who is united with the beautiful White Xnmt nfr hDt
!
One
Table 1.45 Diefsebat. Daughter of Amenemhat II and Neferu V (LT)
sAt nsw nt Xt.f
Daughter of the king of his body
!
!
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Table 1.46 Weret II, also known as, Khenemet-nefer-hedjet I. Wife of Sesostris II.
Mother of Sesostris III (LT,CW)
sAt Gb
Daughter of Geb
mwt nsw
Mother of the king
!
mwt
nsw mrt.f
Mother of the king whom he loves
!
Hmt nsw
Wife of the king
!
Hnwt tAwy tm
Lady of the entire two lands
!
rt-pat
Noblewoman

Table 1.47 Neferet II. Daughter of Amenemhat I, wife Sesostris II, mother of
Hatshepsut (LT)
smAyt nbty mry/t
Consort of the two ladies whom is loved
Consort of horus Khakheperre (Sesostris II) smAyt Hr (xa xpr ra)
!
Hnwt
Hmwt nbwt
Lady of all women
!
wrt
Hts
Great one of the hts-scepter
!
wrt
Hst
Great of praise
!
Hmt nsw
Wife of the king
Daughter of the king of his body

sAt nsw nt Xt.f

Lady of the entire two lands

Hnwt tAwy tm
!
rt-pat
!

Noblewoman

Table 1.48 Sat-Hathor-Yunit. Daughter of king, wife of the king, associated with
Sesostris II (LT)
Hmt nsw
Wife of the king
!
sAt nsw
Daughter of the king
!
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Table 1.48 Sat-Hathor-Yunit. Daughter of king, wife of the king, associated with
Sesostris II (LT)
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
She who is united with the beautiful White Xnmt nfr HDt
!
One
!
!
!
Table 1.49 Hatshepsut. Daughter of Sesostris II and Neferet II (LT)
sAt nsw
Daughter of the king
!
!
!
!
Table 1.50 Itkayt II. Daughter of Sesostris II or III (LT)
sAt nsw
Daughter of the king
!
!
!
Table 1.51 Neferhenut. Wife of Sesostris III (LT,CW)
Hmt nsw
Wife of the king
!
rt-pat
Noblewoman
!
She who is united with the beautiful White Xmt nft HDt
!
One
!
!
!
Table 1.52 Khenemt-nefer-hedjet II. Wife of Sesostris III (LT,CW)
sAt Gb
Daughter of Geb
!
wrt Hts
Great one of the hts-scepter
!
Hmt nsw
Wife of the king
!
rt-pat
Noblewoman
!
Xnmt
nfr HDt
She who is united with the beautiful White
One
!
!
!
!
!
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Table 1.53 Meretseger. Wife of Sesostris III (LT)
Hmt nsw
Wife of the king
!
Hmt nsw wrt
Great wife of the king
!
'
'
'
Table 1.54 Ment. Daughter of Sesostris III (LT)
sAt nsw
Daughter of the king
!
She who is united with the beautiful White Xnmt nfr HDt
!
One
!
!
!
Table 1.55 Sathathor. Daughter of Sesostris III (LT)
sAt nsw
Daughter of the king

Table 1.56 Khnemet… Daughter of Sesostris III (LT)
Hnwt Hmwt nbwt
Lady of all women
!
sAt
nsw
nt Xt.f
Daughter of the king of his body
!
!
!
!
Table 1.57 Sentsenebites. Daughter of Sesostris III (LT)
sAt nsw
Daughter of the king
!

Table 1.58 Aat. Wife of Amenemhat III (LT,CW,LS)
Hmt nsw
Wife of the king
Wife of the king whom he loves
Noblewoman
Lady of all the lands
She who is united with the beautiful White
One

Hmt nsw mrt.f
!
rt-pat
Hnwt tAw <nbw>
!
Xnmt nfr HDt
!
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Table 1.59 Unnamed'wife'of'Amenemhat'III'(CW)!
rpatt
Hereditary!Princess!
Hnwt tAwj
Mistress!of!the!Two!Lands!
Hmt nswt
King’s!Wife!
!
!
!
Table 1.60 Neferuptah'II.'Daughter'of'Amenemhat'III'(LT,CW,LS)'
Nbt <r Dr mrwt>
Mistress to the limit of love
Great one of the hts-scepter
Great of praise
Sister of the god
Daughter of the king
Daughter of the king of his body
Daughter of the king of his body whom he
loves

wrt Hts
!
rt Hst
!
snt nTr
!
sAt nsw
!
sAt nsw nt Xt.f
!
sAt nsw nt Xt.f mrt.f
!

rt-pat
Noblewoman
!
!
!
Table 1.61 Hetepti. Wife of Amenemhat III. Mother of Amenemhat IV(?)(LT,CW)
mwt nsw
Mother of the king
Lady of the Two Lands
Noblewoman

Hnwt tAwy
!
rt-pat!

She who is united with the beautiful White Xnmt nfr HDt!
One
!
!
!
Table 1.62 Hetephathor. Daughter of Amenemhat III (LT)
sAt nsw
Daughter of the king
!
!
!
!
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Table 1.63 Nubhetepet. Daughter of Amenemhat II (LT)
sAt nsw
Daughter of the king
!

Table 1.64 Senet. Wife and Mother of a king (LT,CW)
mwt nsw
Mother of the king
!
Hmt nsw
Wife of the king
!
rt-pat
Noblewoman
!
!
!
Table 1.65 Shedetetef. Daughter of unknown king (LT)
wrt Hts
Great one of the hts-scepter
!
wrt Hst
Great of praise
!
Daughter of the king whom he loves or
<sAt nsw> mrt.f or <Hmt nsw> mrt.f
Wife of the king whom he loves
!
'
'
'
Table 1.66 Sobeknakht. Daughter of unknown king. Wife of the h3ty-c of Edfu (LT)
sAt nsw
Daughter of the king
!
rt-pat
Noblewoman
!!
!
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APPENDIX B: TABLE 2
MORTUARY COMPLEXES OF ROYAL WOMEN
Fourth Dynasty (Only Khentkaues I)
Royal
Woman

King

Type of
Burial

Location

Proximity to
the King

Queen
Khentkaues
I

Shepseskaf
and
Userkaf (?)

Mastaba like
superstructure
and chapel

Giza

Before the
pyramids of
Khufu, Khafre
and Menkaure

Titulary
Table=TT
Corpus= C
TT

Fifth Dynasty (Only Khentkaues II and unnamed Queen)
Royal
Woman

King

Type of
Burial

Location

Proximity to a
King

Queen
Khentkaues
II

Neferefre
and
Niuserre

Pyramid

Abu Sir

South of
Neferirkare’s
Pyramid

Queen

DjedkareIsesi

Pyramid

South
Saqqara

Separate complex
next to the king’s

Titulary
Table=TT
Corpus= C
TT

Sixth Dynasty
Royal
Woman

King

Type of
Burial

Location

Proximity to the
King

Queen Iput

Teti

Pyramid

North
Saqqara

Queen Khuit Teti

Pyramid

North
Saqqara

Queen
Seshseshet

Pyramid

North
Saqqara

Separate
enclosure north
of Teti’s pyramid
Separate
enclosure north
of Teti’s pyramid
North east of
Teti’s pyramid

Teti
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Titulary
Table=TT
Corpus= C
TT
TT
TT

Queen
Ankh-nesMeyre I

Pepi I

Pyramid

Saqqara

South West of
Pepi I’s pyramid
(?)

TT

Ankh-nesMeyre II
Queen of
the West
Queen of
the East
Nebwenet
Queen of
the Center
Inenek/Inti
Queen
Merytytyes
Queen
Mehaa
Queen Neith

Pepi I

Pyramid

Saqqara

TT

Pepi I

Pyramid

Saqqara

Pepi I

Pyramid

Saqqara

South of Pepi I’s
pyramid
South of Pepi I’s
pyramid
South of Pepi I’s
pyramid

Pepi I

Pyramid

Saqqara

South of Pepi I’s
pyramid

TT

Pepi I

Pyramid

Saqqara

Pepi I

Pyramid

Saqqara

Pepi II

Pyramid

Saqqara

Queen Iput
II
Queen
Uedjebten

Pepi II

Pyramid

Saqqara

Pepi II

Pyramid

Saqqara

South of Pepi I’s
pyramid
South of Pepi I’s
pyramid
North West of
Pepi II’s complex
North West of
Pepi II’s complex
South East of
Pepi II’s complex

TT
TT
TT

First Intermediate Period
Royal
Woman

King

Type of
Burial

Location

Proximity to
the King

Titulary
Table=TT
Corpus= C

Queen
Ankh-nesPepi IV

Pepi II
and
Neferkare

Makeshift
burial

Pyramid
complex of
Iput II

North West of
Pepi II’s
complex in
Iput II’s fifth
magazine

TT

Princess
Nebet

Eighth
Dynasty
King

Tomb

Possibly in
Coptos

N/A

TT
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Eleventh Dynasty
Royal
Woman

King

Type of
Burial

Location

Proximity to
the King

Queen
Kawit

Mentuhotep
II

Tomb

Deir elBahari

Queen
Sadeh

Mentuhotep
II

Tomb

Deir elBahari

Queen
Ashayet

Mentuhotep
II

Tomb

Deir elBahari

Queen
Henhenet

Mentuhotep
II

Tomb

Deir elBahari

Queen
Kemist

Mentuhotep
II

Tomb

Deir elBahari

Queen Muyt

Mentuhotep
II

Tomb

Deir elBahari

Below a
shrine at the
back of
Mentuhotep
II’s peristyle
hall
Below a
shrine at the
back of
Mentuhotep
II’s peristyle
hall
Below a
shrine at the
back of
Mentuhotep
II’s peristyle
hall
Below a
shrine at the
back of
Mentuhotep
II’s peristyle
hall
Below a
shrine at the
back of
Mentuhotep
II’s peristyle
hall
Below a
shrine at the
back of
Mentuhotep
II’s peristyle
hall
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Titulary
Table=TT
Corpus= C
TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

Royal
Woman

King

Type of
Burial

Location

Proximity to
the King

Titulary
Table=TT
Corpus= C

Queen Tem

Mentuhotep
II

Tomb

Deir elBahari

TT

Queen
Neferu

Mentuhotep
II

Tomb

Deir elBahari

Located
behind the
hypostyle hall
at the very
back near the
altar
North of
Mentuhotep
II’s complex
and is
designated as
TT 319

TT

Twelfth Dynasty
Royal
Woman

King

Type of
Burial

Princess
Neferu

Daughter of
Amenemhat
I and wife of
Sesostris I
Mother of
Amenemhat
I
Wife of
Amenemhat
I
Amenemhat
I
Wife of
Sesostris I

Tomb shaft Lisht

West side of
King’s pyramid

Tomb shaft Lisht

West side of
King’s pyramid

TT

Tomb shaft Lisht

West side of
King’s pyramid

TT

Tomb
shafts
Pyramid

Lisht

West side of
King’s pyramid
Separate
enclosure

Sesostris I

Pyramid

Lisht

Queen
Nefret
Queen
Nefrytatenen
19 other
women
Queen
Neferu
Pyramid 1
Princess
Itakayet
Pyramid 2

Location

Lisht
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Proximity to
the King

Separate
enclosure

Titulary
Table=TT
Corpus= C
TT

TT
TT

Royal
Woman

King

Type of
Burial

Location

Proximity to
the King

Queen
Kemanub
Unnamed
Queen

Amenemhat
II
Amenemhat
II

Tomb

Dahshur

Tomb

Dahshur

Princess
Khnumet

Amenemhat
II

Tomb

Dahshur

Princess Ita

Amenemhat
II

Tomb

Dahshur

Unnamed
Princess
Unnamed
Queen

Sesostris II

Hawara

Sesostris II

Burial
Chamber
Pyramid

8 royal
women
mastabas
including
Sat-HathorYunit
Queen
Weret II/
Khenemtnefer-hedjet
I

Sesostris II

Mastaba

Hawara

Western side of
king’s pyramid
Row of tombs
west of the
pyramid within
the same
enclosure
Row of tombs
west of the
pyramid within
the same
enclosure
Row of tombs
west of the
pyramid within
the same
enclosure
Above entrance
to the pyramid
North side of
the Sesostris
II’s pyramid
North side of
the Sesostris
II’s pyramid in
a row

Sesostris III

South
Pyramid 1

Dahshur

Queen
Nefert-henut

Sesostris III

North
Pyramid 2

Dahshur

Hawara
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South side and
under Sesostris
III’s pyramid
with a shaft
leading to a
burial chamber
under the
southwest
corner of the
king’s pyramid
North side of
Sesostris III’s
pyramid

Titulary
Table=TT
Corpus= C
TT

TT

TT

TT
C#14

TT

Royal
Woman

King

Type of
Burial

Location

Proximity to
the King

Titulary
Table=TT
Corpus= C

Princess
Itakayet

Sesostris III

North
Pyramid 3

Dahshur

North side of
Sesostris III’s
pyramid

TT

Unnamed
Princess

Sesostris III

North
Pyramid 4

Dahshur

Princess
Ment
Princess
Senet-senebti
Princess SitHathor
Princess
Merit
4 burials

Sesostris III

Dahshur

Weret (?)

Sesostris III

Burial
chamber
Burial
Chamber
Burial
Chamber
Burial
Chamber
Burial
Chambers
South
Pyramid 2

Queen Aat

Amenemhat
III

Dahshur

Unnamed
Queen

Amenemhat
III

Princess
Neferuptah

Amenemhat
III

Burial
chamber
under the
southwest
corner of
the king’s
pyramid
Burial
chamber
under the
southwest
corner of
the king’s
pyramid
Burial
Chamber
and
Pyramid

North side of
Sesostris III’s
pyramid
North side
additional
North side
additional
North side
additional
North side
additional
North side
additionals
South side of
the Sesostris
III’s pyramid
West of the
king’s burial
chamber
connected by
corridors.

Sesostris III
Sesostris III
Sesostris III
Sesostris III

Dahshur
Dahshur
Dahshur
Dahshur
Dahshur

TT
TT
TT

TT
C#18

Dashur

West of the
king’s burial
chamber
connected by
corridors.

Hawara

First in
TT
Amenemhat
C#40
III’s burial
chamber then in
her own
pyramid
complex
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APPENDIX B: TABLE 3
ICONOGRAPHY OF TWELFTH DYNASTY ROYAL WOMEN
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C#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

F#
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Example
UC 16657
08.202.7
6017
67.9
M.E. VI
2001.585
Berlin 14474
AEIN 595
Cairo 64770

10
11
12

29
30
31

22.376
10368
JE 39390
Wooden statue

13

32

Sotheby’s Cat.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pose
Possibly Standing
Bust Seated (?)
Bust
Bust
Bust Seated (?)
Head
Bust
Head
Female headed
vulture
Head
Bust
Head

Uraeus
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Maybe
Removed
Damaged
Y
Removed
Y
Maybe

Wig Type
Tripartite
Tripartite
Tripartite
Tripartite
Hathor
N/A
Tripartite
Rounded
Banded
Hathor
Tripartite
Tripartite
Tripartite

Bust

Y

Hathor

C# = Corpus Number
F# = Figure Number
Example = Name or accession number of the piece
Pose = Physical pose of the piece
Uraeus = Yes or No if a uraeus is present
Wig Type = Type of wig worn
Headdress = Type of headdress worn
!

•
•
•
•
•

Headgear
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Vulture?
N/A
N/A
N/A

Jewelry
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Dress
Sheath
Sheath
N/A
Sheath
Sheath
N/A
Sheath
Sheath
N/A

Form
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

Titles
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
Possibly a
crown or
diadem
N/A

N/A
N/A
Jewelry
in the
hair
N/A

N/A
Sheath
N/A

S
S
S

N/A
N/A
N/A

Sheath

S

N/A

Jewelry = Type of jewelry worn
Dress = Type of dress/clothing worn
Form = (S) Sculpture in the round, (R) Relief
Titles = Titles present on the piece
N/A = None applicable

F#
33

Example
Khenemet-NeferHedjet “The Great”
E 32564

Pose
Seated

Uraeus
Y

Wig
Curled
Rounded

Headgear Jewelry
N/A
BroadCollar
Bracelets

Dress
Sheath

Form
S

15

34

Nofret 1
Cairo 381

Seated
with
crossed
arm

Y

Hathor
with bans

N/A

Sheath

S
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C#
14

Pectoral
Bracelets

Titles
"For the
noble, full of
grace, full of
praise, gentle
in love,
adorned by
Khnum, infant
of
Wadjet... "For
whom we do
all that is
spoken, the
spouse of the
king, his
beloved,
KhenemetNefer-Hedjet
the Great,
may she live
forever.
N/A

C#
16

F#
35

Example
Second Nofret
Cairo 382

Pose
Seated
with
hands on
lap

Uraeus
Y

Wig
Hathor
with
bands

Headgear Jewelry
N/A
Pectoral
Bracelets

Dress
Sheath

Form
S

173
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Titles
Noble woman
Great of
Praise
Great one of
the htsscepter
Consort of
Horus
Khakheperre
(Sesostris II)
whom is
loved
Lady of the
entire two
lands
Lady of all
women
Daughter of
the king of his
body
Nfrt nbt im3ht

F#

Example

Pose

Uraeus

Wig

Headgear Jewelry

Dress

Form

Titles

17

36

Weret

Seated
with
hands on
lap

N/A
Probably

N/A

N/A

N/A

Sheath

S

18

38

False door of Aat

Seated

N

N/A

Vulture
Crown

N/A

Sheath

R

19

40

Statuette of Queen
Sobekneferu
65.59.1

Y

Tiered
Rounded

Two
Vultures
flanking
an uraeus

N/A

Cloak

S

20

41

Torso of
Sobekneferu
E 27135

One arm
above
cloak,
one arm
under
Standing
with arms
straight
down

beloved
consort,
whom the
beauteous
crown of
Upper Egypt
enfolds,
Weret,
possessor of
honour
Wife of the
King, She
who is united
with the
Beautiful
White One
N/A

N/A
Probably

N/A

Nemes
Headress

Amulet

Sheath
and
Kilt

S

The daughter
[of Ra], of his
body,
Sebeknefru
may she live
like Ra
forever

Kneeling
with arms
in
offering
position

N/A
Probably

N/A

N/A

N/A

Sheath

Y

King
Sebekneferu
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C#

!
21

Sobekneferu

F#

Example

Pose

Uraeus

Wig

Headgear Jewelry

Dress

Form

Titles

21

42

Sobekneferu
Cat. 9

Kneeling

N/A
Probably

N/A

N/A

N/A

Sheath

S

Inscribed for
King
Sobekneferu

22

43

Sobekneferu1
Cat. 10

Seated

N/A
Probably

N/A

N/A

N/A

Sheath

S

Left- The
female Horus
Meret-Re,
King of
Upper and
Lower Egypt,
Lord of rites
Sebekneferu
Right- “”

23

44

Second
Sobekneferu
Cat. 11

Seated
Heavily
Damaged

N/A
Probably

N/A

N/A

N/A

Sheath

S

2002.609

Sphinx
Head

Y

Tripartite
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C#

!
24

45

N/A

N/A

N/A

S

Left- King of
Upper and
Lower Egypt,
Lord of rites
Sebekneferu
Right- “”
N/A
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F#

Example

Pose

Uraeus

Wig

Headgear Jewelry

Dress

Form

Titles

25

46

1978.204

Y

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

S

N/A

26

47

Bib. Nat. 24

Damaged

S

N/A

Princess Ita
AO 13075

Removed

Semimaned
N/A

N/A

48

Banded
Hathor
Tripartite

N/A

27

Sphinx
Head
Sphinx
Head
Sphinx
Restored

N/A

N/A

S

Daughter of
the king of his
body

28

49

Vienna
AS 5753

Sphinx
Headless

N/A

Hathor

N/A

Broad
collar

N/A

S

29

50

Tripartite

N/A

N/A

N/A

S

39

Sphinx
Head
Standing

Damaged

40

Brooklyn
56.85
Neferuptah

Inscribed
with the name
of
Amenemhat
II
N/A

N

Hathor

Lotus
Flower
Diadem

Broad
Sheath
Collar,
Bracelets,
Anklets

R

N/A

43

37

Queen Senet
JE 424

Seated

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

S

Noblewoman,
Wife of the
King, Mother
of the King
Senet

!

C#

Sheath

C#

F#

Example

Pose

Uraeus

Wig

Headgear

Jewelry

Dress

Form

Titles

45

51

EA1145

Standing
Pair

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Sheath

S

Right:
Noblewoman,
Daughter of Geb,
Wife of the King,
Mother of the King
Khenemet-NeferHedjet

46

52

EA1146

Standing
Pair

N/A

Tripartite

N/A

N/A

Sheath

S

N/A
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APPENDIX C
CORPUS OF TWELFTH DYNASTY ROYAL FEMALE RELIEF AND
SCULPTURE

1. Head of a Queen. Figure 20. Early 12th Dynasty. University College London,
Petrie Museum, UC 16657. H: 22.0cm W: 13.9cm. Black Granite. Bourriau,
Janine. Pharaohs and Mortals: Egyptian Art in the Middle Kingdom. Fitzwilliam
Museum. Cambridge University Press, 25-26.
Uraeus. Wig is a mixture of tripartite and Hathoric. Janine Bourriau suggests that
a torso of a queen in the Petrie Museum may be from a standing statue due to no
visible bend in the left arm.

2. Bust of a Queen. Figure 21. Twelfth Dynasty. The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York, 08.202.7. Rogers Fund, 1908. Upper Egypt. H: 20.3cm. Gabbro.
Hayes, William C. The Scepter of Egypt: A Background for the Study of Egyptian
Antiquities in The Metropolitan Museum of Art. From the Earliest Time to the
End of the Middle Kingdom, 200.
Uraeus.

3. Head of a Queen. Figure 22. Time of Sesostris II. Leipzig, Agyptisches Museum,
6017. Silverman, David P., William Kelly Simpson, and Josef Wegner eds. 2009.
Archaism and Innovation: Studies in the Culture of Middle Kingdom Egypt, 11.
Uraeus.
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4. Head of a Queen (Perhaps Nofret). Figure 23. Twelfth Dynasty. Museum of
Fine Arts Boston, 67.9. H: 19cm. Granite. Silverman, David P., William Kelly
Simpson, and Josef Wegner (eds) 2009. Archaism and innovation: studies in the
culture of Middle Kingdom Egypt, 11.
Uraeus.

5. Bust of a Queen. Figure 24. Twelfth Dynasty. Caire M.E. VI.
Vandier, J. Les Grandes Epoques La Statuaire in Manuel D’Archeologie
Egyptienne Vol. III. Pairs: Editions A. Et. J Picard, 1958, Plate LXXIV 5.
Uraeus. Smooth Hathoric wig.

6. Fragment from the Head of a Queen’s Statue. Figure 25. The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, 2001.585. Purchase, Liana Weindling Gift, in
memory of her mother, 2001. H: 25.4cm. Quartzite. The Metropolitan Museum of
Art Online Catalogue.
Detailed vulture headdress.

7. Bust of a Queen. Figure 26. Schieferstatuettee einer Konigin. Berlin 14475. H:
.14 m. Fechheimer, Hedwig. Die Plastik Der Agypter. Berlin: Bruno Cassirer
Verlag, 1923, 57.
Uraeus. Possibly dated to the reign Sesostris III or Amenemhat III due to facial
treatment.
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8. Head of a Queen. Figure 27. Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek, Copenhage, AEIN 595.
Fischer, Henry George. Varia Nova: Egyptian Studies III. New York: The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1996, 122 Plate 20.
Uraeus. Possible date to the Late Middle Kingdom due to rounded wig.

9. Royal Woman with Vulture Body and Human Head. Figure 28. Cairo 64770.
Vandier, J. Les Grandes Epoques La Statuaire in Manuel D’Archeologie
Egyptienne Vol. III. Pairs: Editions A. Et. J Picard, 1958, Plate LXXV 1-2.
Uraeus and a vulture body.

10. Head of a Queen. 29. The Walters Art Museum, 22.376. Acquired by Henry
Walters in 1927. H: 4 ½ in, 11.5 cm. Brownish Granite. Not on View.
http://art.thewalters.org/detail/31003/head-of-a-queen/
Removed Uraeus.

11. Bust of a Queen. Figure 30. Istanbul, Eski Sark Eserleri Muzesi, 10368.
Provenance Unknown. H 20.8cm. Black Basalt. Bothmer, Bernard V. On
Photographing Egyptian Art. Sudien zur Altagyptischen Kultur, Bd. 6, 1978.
Uraeus.
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12. Head of a royal woman. Figure 31. Cairo JE 39390. Painted wood with gilded
flakes (gesso and gilding). Russman, Edna R. Egyptian sculpture: Cairo and
Luxor. Texas: University if Texas Press, 1989, 47.
Possible Uraeus or royal headgear.

13. Bust of a Queen. Figure 32. H: 21cm 8 1/2 in. Egyptian Chephren Diorite.
Sotheby’s Monaco S.A. Antiquites et Objects d’Art Collect de Martine, Corntesse
de Behague provenant de le Succession du Marquis de Ganany. Saturday
December 5, 1987, 112-113.
Uraeus. Possibly dated to the reign of Sesostris III or Amenemhat III due to facial
treatment.

14. Queen Khenemet-Nefer-Hedjet “The Great”. Figure 33. Louvre Museum, E
32564. Former Meyer de Stadelhofen collection. Purchased 1997 with the
participation of the Friends of the Louvre. H: 77cm W: 23.50 cm D: 52.30cm.
Diorite. Silverman, David P., William Kelly Simpson, and Josef Wegner (eds)
2009. Archaism and innovation: studies in the culture of Middle Kingdom Egypt,
11.
Uraeus and inscription.
"For the noble, full of grace, full of praise, gentle in love, adorned by Khnum,
infant of Wadjet..”. "For whom we do all that is spoken, the spouse of the king,
his beloved, Khenemet-Nefer-Hedjet the Great, may she live forever.”
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15. Statue of Queen Nofret 1. Figure 34. Rein of Sesostris II. Cairo Museum, JE
37487=CG 381. Auguste Mariette’s Excavations. Tanis. Reign of Senusret II. H:
165cm W: 51cm. Black Granite. Tiradritte, Francesco, ed. De Luca, Araldo,
photographer. Egyptian Treasure from the Egyptian Museum in Cairo, 92.
Uraeus, pectoral of Sesostris III, and a badly damaged inscription.

16. Statue of Queen Nofret 2. Figure 35. Reign of Sesostris II. Cairo Museum, CG382. Auguste Mariette’s Excavations. Tanis. Reign of Senusret II. H: 21ins. Black
Granite. Aldred, Cyril. The Development of Ancient Egyptian Art: From 3200 to
1315 B.C. London: Alec Tiranti LTD., 1952, 46.
Uraeus, pectoral of Sesostris III, and inscription.
Noble woman Great of Praise, Great one of the hts-scepter,
Consort of Horus Khakheperre (Sesostris II) whom is loved
Lady of the entire two lands Lady of all women Daughter of the king of his body,
Nfrt nbt im3ht

17. Lower half of the Seated Statue of Queen Weret. Figure 36. Elephantine,
Found Near four shrines. Habachi, Labib. Elephantine IV: The Sanctuary of
Heqaib. Deutsches Archaologisches Institut Abteilung Kairo: Verlag Phillip von
Zabern, Mainz Am Rhein, 1985, 112 No. 101, Plates 194-194.
Inscription. Beloved consort, whom the beauteous crown of Upper Egypt enfolds,
Weret, possessor of honour.
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18. Relief of Queen Aat’s False Door. Figure 38. Drawing by Jacques de Morgan.
De Morgan, Jacques. Fouilles à Dahchour. Vienná, A. Holzhausen, 1895-1903.
Wears vulture crown.
Wife of the King, She who is united with the Beautiful White One

19. Statuette of Queen Neferusebek. Figure 40. The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York, 65.59.1. Rogers Fund, 1965. H: 16.3cm W: 11cm D: 7.5cm. Schist.
Fay, Biri. “Royal Women as Represented in Sculpture during the Old Kingdom”
Part II: Uninscribed Sculpture. L'art de l'Ancien Empire Égyptien, ed. Christiane
Ziegler (159-186) Paris: Musee du Louvre, 1999, 132, Fig. 32.
Uraeus flanked by two vultures and cloak.

20. Torso of Sobekneferu. Figure 41. The Louvre Museum, E27135.
H: 48 cm; W. 33 cm; D. 21.50 cm. Red Sandstone.
http://cartelen.louvre.fr/cartelen/visite?srv=car_not_frame&idNotice=23673&lan
gue=en
Nemes headress, male kilt over female sheath dress, Middle Kingdom royal
pendent, and her name inscribed on the belt.
The daughter [of Ra], of his body, Sebeknefru may she live like Ra forever.
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21. Lower half of a Kneeling statue of Sobekneferu. Figure 42. Tell el-Dab’a.
Habachi, Labib. Tell el-Dab’a: Tell el-Dab’a and Qantir The Site and Its
Connections with Avaris and Priamesse, ed. Ernst Czerny. Verlag der
Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften Wien, 2001, Kat. 9.
She is kneeling in a sheath dress and the heavily damaged inscription refers to her
as King Sebekneferu.

22. Seated Statue of Sobekneferu 1. Figure 43. Tell el-Dab’a.
Habachi, Labib. Tell el-Dab’a: Tell el-Dab’a and Qantir The Site and Its
Connections with Avaris and Priamesse, ed. Ernst Czerny. Verlag der
Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften Wien, 2001. Kat. 10.
Inscription.
Left- The female Horus Meret-Re, King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Lord of rites
Sebekneferu
Right- “same”
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23. Second Seated Statue of Sobekneferu Figure 44. Tell el-Dab’a.
Habachi, Labib. Tell el-Dab’a: Tell el-Dab’a and Qantir The Site and Its
Connections with Avaris and Priamesse, ed. Ernst Czerny. Verlag der
Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften Wien, 2001, Kat. 11.
Heavily damaged inscriptions.
Left- King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Lord of rites Sebekneferu
Right- “same”

24. Head of a female sphinx. Figure 45. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 2002.609.
Said to be from Matariya, Egypt. H: 27cm W: 24cm D: 22cm. Quartzite.
Silverman, David P., William Kelly Simpson, and Josef Wegner (eds) 2009.
Archaism and Innovation: Studies in the Culture of Middle Kingdom Egypt, 5.
Uraeus.

25. Fragment from a Head of a female sphinx. Figure 46. The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, 1978.204. Purchase, Lila Acheson Wallace Gift, by exchange,
1978. H. 18 cm (7 1/16 in) W. 12.5 cm (4 15/16 in) D. 21 cm (8 1/4 in). Quartzite.
http://www.metmuseum.org/Collections/search-the-collections/545504
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26. Head from a Female Sphinx. Figure 47. Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale 24. H:
9.8 cm. Gneiss. Fay, Biri. The Louvre Sphinx and royal sculpture from the reign
of Amenemhat II. Verlag Phillipe von Zabern, 1996. Plate 98 c-d. Sphinx
Appendix 51.
Uraeus. Possibly dated to the reign of Sesostris III or Amenemhat III due to facial
treatment. Also wears Hathoric style wig with bands and emphasized wavy hair
and is possibly semi-maned due to remnants of and overlapping design on the
shoulder.

27. Sphinx of Princess Ita. Figure 48. Louvre Museum, AO 13075. Mishrifa
(Qatna), Syria South-eastern part of the sanctuary of the Nin-Egal Temple. Figure
39. H: 27cm W:16 cm L: 57cm Schist. Fay, Biri. The Louvre Sphinx and royal
sculpture from the reign of Amenemhat II, Plate 58 a,b, Plate 59 a,b,c, Plate 60
a,b,c.
Removed uraeus and inscription.
Daughter of the king of his body.

28. Headless Female Sphinx. Figure 49. Vienna, AS 5753. Figure 40. Fay, Biri. The
Louvre Sphinx and royal sculpture from the reign of Amenemhat II. Verlag
Phillipe von Zabern, 1996, Plate 93.
Wears a broad collar and is inscribed with the name of Amenemhat II.
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29. Head from a Female Sphinx. Figure 50. The Brooklyn Museum, 56.85.
Hadrians Villa, Italy and Heliopolis, Egypt. Charles Edwin Wilbour Fund. Figure
41. H: 38.9 x 33.3 x 35.4cm, 56.47kg. Chlorite. Fay, Biri. The Louvre Sphinx and
royal sculpture from the reign of Amenemhat II, Plate 55, Plate 56 a,b,c, Plate 57
a,b,c,d.
Uraeus and missing Inlaid eyes.

30. Head of a Queen. No Image. Moscow, The Pushkin Museum 1013. H: 16cm.
Gabbro. Pavlov V. and Hodjash S., Egipetskaia Plastika Malji From (Moscow,
1985) Plate 33.; Josephson, Jack and Freed, Rita. "The Status of the Queen in
Dynasty XII” in Bulletin of the Egyptological Seminar Vol. 17, 2007, 141.
Uraeus and tripartite wig. Possibly dated to the reign of Sesostris II or later.

31. Possible Middle Kingdom Queen. No Image. Uppsala, Uppsala Museum 31. H:
12cm. Greywacke. Josephson, Jack and Freed, Rita. "The Status of the Queen in
Dynasty XII” in Bulletin of the Egyptological Semina Vol. 17, 2007, 141.
Possibly dated to the reign of Sesostris II or later.

32. Queen. No Image. Probably Dyn. XII, in Lausanne, Galerie Rivolta, in 1973.
Art de l’Égypte (Lausanne, Galerie Rivolta, novembre-décembre 1973), No. 18
pl. University of Oxford, The Griffith Institute
http://www.griffith.ox.ac.uk/gri/3pm8sta2.pdf 801-458-500
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33. A Bust of a Queen. No Image. 2nd half of Dyn. XII, in Brussels, Musées
Royaux d’Art et d’Histoire, E.6806. University of Oxford, The Griffith Institute
http://www.griffith.ox.ac.uk/gri/3pm8sta2.pdf 801-480-120

34. Upper Part of a Middle Kingdom Queen. No Image. Lund, Kulturhistoriska
Museet, 32.424. Black Granite. Peterson, Kulturen 1965. En årsbok till
medlemmarna av Kulturhistoriska föreningen för södra Sverige 95-100 fig. 3.
University of Oxford, The Griffith Institute
http://www.griffith.ox.ac.uk/gri/3pm8sta2.pdf 801-480-430

35. A Queen. No Image. Much effaced, Quartzite, Dyn. XII, at Christie’s in 1970.
Christie Sale Cat. Feb. 24, 1970, No. 78 pl. xii . University of Oxford, The
Griffith Institute http://www.griffith.ox.ac.uk/gri/3pm8sta2.pdf 801-485-650

36. Probably a Queen. No Image. Right part of headdress lost, obsidian, late Dyn.
XII, at Christie’s in 1998.Christie Sale Cat. Sept. 23, 1998, No. 132. University of
Oxford, The Griffith Institute http://www.griffith.ox.ac.uk/gri/3pm8sta2.pdf 801485-652
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37. Statue Inscribed for Neferytenen. No Image. Paris, Musee du Louvre?
Carnelian? H? Lost since 1830. Josephson, Jack and Freed, Rita. "The Status of
the Queen in Dynasty XII” in Bulletin of the Egyptological Seminar, 2007. Vol.
17. 138.

38. Fragmentary Sphinx of Princess Neferuptah. No Image. Purchased at Luxor,
present location is unknown. H: 40cm. Granite. Fay, Biri. The Louvre Sphinx and
royal sculpture from the reign of Amenemhat II. Verlag Phillipe von Zabern,
1996. 68.
Inscribed with the names of Amenemhat III and Neferuptah in cartouches.

39. Sphinx of Sobekneferu. No Image. Headless. Khatana-Tell el-Dab’a. Present
location is unknown. H: 37cm, L: 95cm, B: 435cm. Fay, Biri. The Louvre Sphinx
and royal sculpture from the reign of Amenemhat II. Verlag Phillipe von Zabern,
1996. 69.
Inscribed for Sobekneferu.

40. Relief and Reconstruction of Neferuptah. Figure 39. The temple of Madinet
Madi in the Faiyum. Farag, Nagib and Iskander, Zaky. The Discovery of
Neferwptah. Cairo: General Organization for Government Printing Offices, 1971.
Plate XLVII
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41. Feet of Neferuptah. No Image. Elephantine. Seated. Granite. H: 1m. Farag,
Nagib and Iskander, Zaky. The Discovery of Neferwptah. Cairo: General
Organization for Government Printing Offices, 1971. 193.

42. Relief of Neferwptah. No Image. The temple of Madinet Madi in the Faiyum.
Farag, Nagib and Iskander, Zaky. The Discovery of Neferwptah. Cairo: General
Organization for Government Printing Offices, 1971. Plate XLVIII

43. Lower half of the Seated Statue of Queen Senet. Figure 37. Egyptian Museum
at Cairo, 424. H: 33m. Borchardt, Ludwig. “Statuen und Statuetten” Catalogue
General Des Antiquites Egyptiennes Du Musee du Caire Vol. II. Berlin: Reichs
Druckerei, 1925. 30.
Inscription.
Noblewoman, Wife of the King, Mother of the King Senet

44. Second Seated Statue of Queen Senet. No Image. Reference from: “The
Development of The Titulary and Iconography of the Ancient Egyptian Queen
from Dynasty one to early Dynasty Eighteen” PhD diss., University of Toronto,
1982. 201.
Noblewoman, Great of the hts-scepter, Great of Praise, Wife of the King, Mother
of the King Senet
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45. Lower half of a Seated Statue of Sesostris III with Two Royal Females. Figure
51. The British Museum EA1145. H:140 cm, W:56cm. Quartzite sandstone.
Donated by the Egypt Exploration Fund, 1888.
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_detai
ls.aspx?assetId=150516&objectId=122722&partId=1
Right: Noblewoman, Daughter of Geb, Wife of the King, Mother of the King
Khenemet-Nefer-Hedjet

46. Lower half of a Seated Statue of Sesostris III with Two Royal Females. Figure
52. The British Museum EA1146. H:116cm, W:65 cm, D:105cm. Quartzite
sandstone. Donated by the Egypt Exploration Fund, 1888.
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_detai
ls.aspx?assetId=1496134&objectId=122724&partId=1

47. Lower half of a Seated Statue of Sesostris III with Two Royal (?) Females. No
Image. The British Museum EA1069. H:99cm. Sandstone. Donated by the Egypt
Exploration Fund, 1888.
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_detai
ls.aspx?searchText=senusret%20III&ILINK%7C34484,%7CassetId=152348&obj
ectId=111107&partId=1
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48. Over life-sized statue found near pyramid 6 in Sesostris I’s complex. No
Image. Reference with no description from: Lehner, Mark. The Complete
Pyramids: Solving the Ancient Mysteries. London: Thames & Hudson, 1997. 173.

!
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